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INTRODUCTION
Contract No. NAS3-24654, "Space Station Microgravity Science Accommo-
dation Requirements Study", was initiated by Wyle Laboratories in May
1985 under the direction of the NASA Lewis Research Center, Space
Experiments Office. The NASA technical monitor for the effort was
Mr. Richard J. Parker.
The study effort included two primary tasks:
• Task 1: Identification of the General Requirements for Performing
Microgravity Science and Commercial Process Experiments on the
Space Station.
Task 2: Preparation of Conceptual Designs and Development Plans
for F.._periment Apparatus and Laboratory Support Equipment.
Task 1 was completed in December 1985 and the results reported under
separate cover (ref. 1). Task 2 has been completed and the study results
are reported herein.
The objective of Task 2 was to prepare selected equipment concept designs
to a level-of-detail which would permit rough-order-of-magnitude (ROM)
cost and development schedule estimation. An additional important aspect
of each concept design was the identification of technology development
issues associated with the respective apparatus. Provisions for the
analytical and experimental resolution of these issues are therefore
included in each apparatus development plan.
Four equipment items were selected for study as follows:
• Combustion Tunnel
• Laser Diagnostics System
• Advanced Modular Furnace
• Integrated Electronics Lab
Individual Concept Design and Development Plans for each selected
apparatus are provided in Appendices A-D. These plans indicate comple-
tion of Phase A: Planning and Conceptual Design, and include ROM
estimates for Phase B: Preliminary Design and Prototype
Construction/Testing. An Integrated Equipment Development Plan is
provided in Section 1.3. This top-level plan is keyed to the Space Station
program schedule in order to illustrate the concurrent activities required
to resolve technology development issues in the near-term and
consequently ensure the availability of reliable and productive flight
equipment for the Space Station era.
1.0 SUMMARY OF CONCEFI_AL DESIGNS AND DEVELOPMENT PLANS
A broad variety of candidate experiment apparatus and support equipment have been
suggested to support microgravity science and applications research in a planned
pressurized laboratory module on Space Station. The selection of appropriate
candidates for development is a function performed by NASA based on a determination
of need and an assessment of the potential return on the public investment. The high
cost and long lead-time associated with the development of space flight systems
restricts the range of equipment concepts which can be pursued. Since research
productivity is the primary criteria for equipment selection, resources must be focused
in relatively narrow areas in order to thoroughly and systematically resolve technology
development issues and maximize individual system reliability. An adequate program
of ground-based and sub-orbital testing supports this objective, thereby allowing later
flight experiments to concentrate on scientific advance rather than incremental
changes in engineering design.
1.1 Approach to Equipment Coneept Design
During Task 1, top-level functional requirements were identified for seventeen items
of experiment apparatus and twenty items of core support equipment. Under Task 2,
two items of experiment apparatus - the Combustion Tunnel and Advanced Modular
Furnace, and two items of support equipment - the Laser Diagnostics System and
Integrated Eleetrmties Lab were selected for concept design. Functional requirements
for these equipment items were refined through further discussions with both NASA
and potential users. Alternative approaches were investigated and preliminary
assessments made of potential technical and cost impacts for each approach. The
initial effort resulted in a narrowing of these alternatives and final selection of
concepts to be pursued for each of the four equipment items.
The concept design process included the following activities:
I
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Assessment of Performance Requirements: The desired characteristics
and capabilities of the apparatus were studied to determine design driving
parameters and their relationship to Space Station design constraints.
Review of Ground-based Equipment Analogues: Currently available sub-
systems and components were identified and evaluated for apparatus/Space
Station compatibility.
I_ojeetion of Evolving Technologies: The prospect for advances in the
state-of-the-art arising from current industrial R&D thrusts was studied to
determine the availability of supporting technologies.
F_F.CEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 3
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Identification of Technology Development Issues: Shortfalls between
available/projected technology and apparatus performance requirements
were documented and provisions for resolution included in the respective
development plans.
Concept designs were prepared to a level-of-detail which would permit estimation of
rough-order-magnitude (ROM) costs and development schedules. Preliminary drawings
were prepared for top-level systems, subsystem interfaces, and component interfaces
where required to effectively illustrate the concept. Operational diagrams and
reconfiguration scenarios were also prepared to supplement the system description.
Development plans are included for each concept. The plans provide an overall
schedule for the major phases required to translate a research objective into a
workable integrated system. The four,major phases include:
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Phase A: Planning and Concept Design* - During this phase user requirements
are assembled, documented, and assessed for Space Station compatibility.
Design options are evaluated and an approach is selected for concept develop-
ment. ROM costs and development schedules are estimated.
Phase B: Preliminary Design and Prototype Construction/Testing - For concepts
requiring technology development activity a breadboard unit is designed, fab-
ricated, and tested. Development issues are investigated analytically during the
design activity and resolved experimentally during the test activity through
ground-based and sub-orbital experiments. Phase C/D development plans are
finalized.
Phase C: Final Design - Based on results of the Phase B effort, final design
drawings and detailed cost estimates for the flight unit are prepared.
Phase D: Fabrication and Testing - The flight unit is assembled and submitted
to performance verification and flight qualification tests. Final documentation
and safety reviews are completed and the equipment is maintained in a standby
environment until space flight.
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The effort reported herein represents completion of Phase A: Planning and Concept
Design. Hence, the development plans presented in Appendices A-D concentrate on
advancing the concepts through the next phase. Phase B subtasks include:
B-l: Breadboard Design
B-2: Analytical Resolution of Technology Development Issues
B-3: Hardware Procurement and Fabrication
B-4: Breadboard Assembly
* Phase A has been completed under this study effort for each of the four selected
equipment items.
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B-6:
B-7:
B-8:
Software Development
Ground-Based Testing
Sub-Orbital Flight Testing
Experimental Resolution of Technology Development Issues
The Combustion Tunnel, Laser Diagnostics System, and Advanced Modular Furnace are
each presented in the previously described context due to the significant technology
development issues which require resolution through a Phase B effort. The Integrated
hlectronics Laboratory, however, represents existing demonstrated technology. As
such, the development plan addresses a Phase C/D effort culminating in delivery of
the flight unit prototype.
1.3 C_x_ept Design _msries
The sections which follow summarize the research objectives, performance require-
ments, and concept designs for the four selected equipment items. Detailed design
and development plans are provided in Attachments A-D.
1.2.1 Common Tmm_
Experimental and research objectives for the Space Station-based com_bustion tunnel
have been tabulated as follows based on discussions with NASA/LeRC personnel:
ae Fundamental studies of specific combustion research topics where low flow
velocities are required.
be Fire safety experimental research
- Pre-EVA preparation at 10.2 psia and 30 percent 0 2
- Special space craft laboratory environments (e.g., 11-12 percent 0 2
at 2 atmospheres, up to 80 percent 0 2 at 1 atmosphere)
- Provide data obtained from very low gravity (i.e., SS) conditions that
may be used to substantiate and interpret the extensive 1.0 g data
base.
The primary objective of the Space Station-based combustion tunnel is to provide a
research apparatus for the study of combustion and flame spread of burning materials
in the presence of low velocity convection under mierogravity conditions. This
primary objective has as its goal an increased understanding of the burning and flame
spreading of space craft materials. The flow velocities in the combustion tunnel test
section shall be quite low, i.e., less than those encountered in buoyant flows in the
vicinity of flames at 1.0 g conditions on earth.
The desired operational parameters of the concept design combustion tunnel are
summarized as follows:
Test _tion Dimensior_ and Flow Characteristics:
Test Section dimensions
- Inside diameter of 20 cm (_ 8.0 in) or greater, or
- Square cross section of 20 by 20 cm (-_8 by 8 in) or greater.
- Unobstructed streamwise path of 25-30 em (_10-12 in).
Desired Flow Characteristics
- Uniform, low-speed flow across test specimen and optical paths.
- Flow velocities in region of test specimen as low as 1-2 era/see (4 2-4
ft/min) up to 60 era/see (120 ft/min) and special cases as high as 1.0
m/see (200 ft/min).
- Nonintrusive (optical) flow diagnostics.
Combustion Tunnel Environment:
Static temperature, _ 20-22°C (_ 68-72°F)
Static pressures,
- 70.3 kPa (10.2 psia)
- 101.4 kPa (14.7 psia)
- 202.8 kPa (29.4 psia)
- Up to 304.2 kPa (44.1 psia)
Background (flow) gas mixtures (typical),
- N2with up to 30 percent 0 2 at 70.3 kPa
- N 2 with 11-12 percent 0 2 at 202.8 kPa
- N 2 with up to 80 percent Ogat 101.4 kPa
- A_gon or helium with up to _80 percent 0 2
FueJs of Interest:
at 101.4 kPa.
_ll_e research combustion tunnel should be able to accommodate a variety of solid and
liquid fuels. The primary interest is that of solid fuels including thin samples of paper
and plastics. Liquid fuels may ultimately be considered to include any that would be
used on spacecraft; however, corrosive fuels are not under current consideration.
A review of currently perceived Space Station-imposed constraints on the
accommodation and operation of SS-based experimental systems has indicated that the
most severe limitations would be those relative to power consumption, the disposal of
waste materials, especially the venting of waste gases, and all safety-related aspects.
These constraints influenced Wyle to suggest a fully reeireulating design concept. The
fully recirculating system is basically a very low-speed flow facility designed to
produce a relatively uniform, flat velocity profile flow field in a well-defined test
section.
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The full Concept Design and Development Plan for the Combustion Tunnel is provided
in Appendix A.
1.2.2 laser Diagnostics System
The concept design for the laser diagnostics system is a nonintrusive optical
measurement system for the research combustion tunnel proposed for use on the Space
Station. Although numerous combustion diagnostics techniques are available, most of
the published flame strueture data have been obtained by introducing various types of
probes into the flow. Introduction of a probe into a flow field alters the static
pressure distribution and flow patterns and can result in measurement errors,
especially when probing very low-velocity flows in reduced scale experiments. In the
laser diagnostics system no physical probe needs to be inserted into the flow. The
concept design is completely nonintrusive in character, produces pointwise measure-
ments, and would use data storage capability for later analysis in a ground-based
laboratory.
The following capabilities of the laser diagnostics system were established based on
discussionswith N ASA/LeRC personnel:
• Flow visualization
• Temperature profiles
• Velocity of particles and flames
• Species concentration
Based on these requirements, conceptual designs for the following two systems are
presented:
System h Includes holography, classical optical techniques, Laser Doppler
Velocimetry (LDV) and Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF)
System II: Includes holography, LDV and LIF.
Both systems would acquire essentially the same basic data, but System I would be
more versatile and could provide certain parameters, e.g., flame propagation and
temperature profiles, in real time. The classical optical system provides Schtieren,
shadowgraph, and Mach-Zehnder (M-Z) interferometeric investigating systems which
would provide real-time data on the Space Station. The Sehlieren system provides the
flame propagation information and the M-Z interferometry provides the temperature
profile measurements. Admittedly, this system would be very complex and its
7
feasibility and application for use in a size and configuration suitable for the SS
microgravity environments needs to be investigated in a ground-based "breadboard"
system.
In the System II concept design, the classical optical system is completely eliminated,
reducing, of course, the system's ability for real-time measurement of flame propaga-
tion and temperature profiles. Note that both the classical optical system and
holography can provide essentially the same basic data measurement. The advantage
of proposing holography in both systems is in recognition of its ability to store
information for later analysis in a ground-based laboratory and its established
application to other microgravity experiments. (Holography was used as a major
portion of the data acquisition for the fluid experiment system (FES) on the Space
Shuttle Spacelal>-3 mission.)
The concept designs described herein are possible in principle, but the technologies of
most of the subsystems need to be developed in a "breadboard" system. Realizing that
a single comprehensive system would be very complex, it is suggested that effort for
reducing the complexity of the system may be carried out at the technology
development stage. For instance, the use of fiber optics to simplify the system has
been suggested. However, there are a number of limitations in the current technology
of fiber optics which need to be studied. The possibility of using the Schlieren/Doppler
technique for measurement of the velocity of particles and flames also needs further
study. If the Sehlieren/Doppler technique can be satisfactorily established, it would
greatly simplify the system by completely eliminating the LDV system.
An added advantage of this laser diagnostics system is that it can be used or adapted
to accommodate other combustion and fluids experiments planned on the SS with
modifications. The only necessary conditions are a transparent medium with optical
access to the medium through transparent windows. The system described herein will
accommodate a combustion tunnel of approximately 254 mm (10 in.) outside diameter;
however, any significantly larger diameter tunnel may necessitate the redesign of the
optical system. Other microgravity experiments which have a transparent medium,
such as solution crystal growth, can be easily accommodated in the system for
refractive index measurements and other data acquisition parameters. Thus, it can be
used as a generic system for laser diagnostics of microgravity experiments.
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The various optical investigation techniques and their subsystems identified show the
extensive parameters that could be measured using the laser diagnostics system.
Optical Investigatiqcm Techniques Parameters of Interest
le Classical Optical System
• Mach-Zehnder Interferometry Refractive index
Temperature gradient
Density
• $ehlieren Flame propagation
Refractive index gradient
Velocity of flames
• Shadowgraph Rate of change of
refractive index gradient
2. Holography
Holographic M-Z Interferometer
Holographic Schlieren
Holographic Shadowgraph
Flow visualization
Temperature
Particle size measurement
. Laser Doppler Velocimetry Velocity measurements of
particles and flames
. Laser Induced Fluorescence Species concentration
measurements.
Wyle suggests that these concept designs are possbile in principle, but their practi-
cality needs to be established by developing a breadboard system for ground-based
research. Such a ground-based system can be used for the technology development of
the systems, and also would provide a facility for the analysis of data brought back
from the Space Station.
The full Concept Design and Development Plan for the Laser Diagnostics System is
provided in Appendix B.
1.2.3 Advanced Modular Fumaee
The primary objective of the Advanced Modular Furnace (AMF) project is to develop a
family of flight furnaces that have advanced operational capabilities and are designed
in subsystem and system modules for reeonfigurability. In the Space Station time
frame, it will be necessary to have furnaces with the capabilities of processing
samples from 2.0 cm to 10.0 em in diameter at temperatures from 200°C to 2200°C.
9
These furnaces must be configured for isothermal, gradient, and directional solidifi-
cation modes with the capability of tailoring the thermal profiles in the sample and
producing cooling conditions from slow, controlled rates to sample quench.
The design approach is to define the complete furnace system in terms of modules so
that each furnace can be configured for a given set of compatible requirements by
selecting and integrating the proper combination of modules. This allows one to
establish the basis for a family of furnaces without fading into the trap of attempting
to develop only one furnace configuration that will satisfy a large number of users.
The modular approach used in the AMF will be primarily at the subsystem level, i.e.,
modules to configure different operational types of furnaces. However, it is
anticipated that this approach to modularity will eventually be expanded to the system
level, i.e., reconfigurability from one type of experiment apparatus to another.
In addition to the primary objective of the AMF project as described, it is important
that the AMF incorporate the latest furnace technology. NASA's present furnace
systems are not only few in number but are based, in most cases, on outdated
technology, since their development occurred during the pre-Space Shuttle era. It is
important that new hardware take full advantage of past lessons learned and
improvements in materials and electronics as wen as aim beyond immediate needs to
include requirements for the Space Station era. Important objectives of the AMF in
the technology development area therefore include:
• Advancement of high temperature processing furnace technology to sup-
port the development of future materials processing apparatus.
• Development of rapid sample exchange concepts leading ultimately to
autonomous, fully automatic materials processing systems.
• Development of subsystem modules demonstrating the ability to recon-
figure furnaces to meet given sets of operational requirements.
• Demonstration of capability to process toxic samples in a manned
environment.
Design At_roa_-
Continuous research in materials processing aboard the Space Station will require
flexible, reconfigurable furnace systems that produce, for each sample material, a
specifically required thermal environment. The operational requirements are achieved
10
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by appropriate design sensitivity in the materials selection, thermal modeling, and
assembly and test of an engineering breadboard. To address the requirement for
flexibility and reconfigurability, however, one must take a modular approach in the
system engineering for each element of the various furnace systems required. Taking
this approach, the AMF can be described through four major modular elements: 1)
furnace assembly, 2) mechanical drive subsystem, 3) fluids subsystem, and 4) instru-
mentation and controls subsystem. The furnace assembly consists of the following:
• Furnace housing
• Insulation system
• Heater core
• Cold block
• Quench block
• Thermal leveler
Cold end temperature control.
The mechanical drive subsystem is comprised of:
• Furnace drive
• Quench drive
• Sample insertion/retrieval
• Sample selection.
The fluids subsystem consists of:
• Furnace environment
• Sample processing environment
• Furnace/cold block coolant
• Quench block coolant.
The instrumentation and controls subsystem is comprised of the following:
• Experiment processing controller
• Housekeeping measurements
• Experiment measurements
• Data recording.
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By satisfying the operational requirements for the Space Station through the design of
compatible modules, one can expect to achieve the flexibility and reconfigurability
necessary to support long-term research aboard the Station.
ODerational Requirements:
Operational parameters for the Space Station-based Advanced Modular Furnace (AMF)
have been established based on discussions with potential users. These parameters, in
conjunction with design constraints due to placement of the facility on the Space
Station, have generated the design concepts presented herein. These operational
parameters for two configurations of the AMF are shown in Table i for comparison
with the capabilities of the existing ADSF-II and the AADSF, which is under
development, and the requirements for the next furnace development - the Multiple
Experiment Processing Furnace (MEPF).
The values of the parameters for the two AMF configurations shown in Table 1 are not
to be considered as the only values possible on the AMF. These values will change
since the furnace configuration changes are a function of user requirements with
limits on these values to be determined in the future.
The Advanced Modular Furnace is being conceptually designed to support a number of
crystal growth and solidification experiments by reconfiguring the furnace through
replacing modules. This approach, in concert with requirements for higher temper-
atures (1600°C to 2200°C), larger numbers of samples (10 to 100), and quench, will
require technology development in several areas of the furnace assembly. These
include (1) materials utilization, 2) furnace design, 3) mechanical drive system, and 4)
sample insertion/retrieval system.
The full Concept Design and Development Plan for the Advanced Modular Furnace is
provided in Appendix C.
1.2.4 Integrated Eleetrenies Laboratory
The objective of the Integrated Electronics Laboratory (IEL) is to provide on-orbit
electronic fault diagnosis, repair, and calibration support to both mission specialists
and the Space Station flight crew. The ability to implement on-orbit corrective
measures for disabled electronic systems was a universal requirement identified under
Task i of this study effort. Due to the high costs associated with payload delivery to
12
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orbit, it is perceived essential that electronic faults be rapidly isotated, diagnosed, and
repaired in order to minimize payload down time and prevent mission aborts whenever
possible.
Although the IEL requirement was originally derived through discussions with potential
users of the microgravity science laboratory, it is clear that such a capability is
required to support electronic systems maintenance throughout the Space Station and
its associated elements. Approaches to meeting this requirement range from the
provision of small handheld diagnostic instruments and tools, as used in past programs
(e.g., Spacelab); to an automated test equipment (ATE) system with stave software; to
an expert system configuration with troubleshooting software. During the concept
design phase, Wyle assessed each of these approaches and developed three technology
options representing increasing levels of technical sophistication. These options,
identified as Concepts A, B and C, are each presented in the Design and Development
Plan.
Formulation of Requirements:
The Mission Payload Complement defined by NASA (ref. 2) was utilized as a model for
typical payload facilities and equipment. Electronic subsystems were reduced to
representative circuit types and failure modes for each type were matched to
appropriate diagnostic techniques. Functional needs expressed by users were
incorporated along with any implied peripheral capability.
The payload complement model revealed 27 relevant equipment items containing 44
typical circuits having a total of 42 discrete failure modes. Fifteen diagnostic
techniques, capable of detecting the full range of potential failure modes, were
identified as follows:
• Continuity Check • Checkout
• Current Trace • Logic Timing Trace
• Curve Trace • Logic Trace
• Frequency Response Check • Polarity Check
• Gain Check • Power Check
• Interactive Rate Check • Software Analysis
• Isolation Check • Waveform Analysis
• Load Check
14
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Complement A includes advanced diagnostic equipment at a high level of integration,
requiring only task-trainable troubleshooting skills. Complement B incorporates
limited slave testing capability and Complement C represents only general-purpose
equipment requiring diagnostic expertise.
Candidate Conceptual Designs:
Based on the A/B/C complements of diagnostic equipment, three candidate conceptual
designs were formulated. These three concepts differ primarily in the choice of
instruments and are similar in geometry and overall physical configuration. Each
concept is summarized as follows:
Conceptual Design A: Expert System - The expert system contains software
which is capable of learning to troubleshoot systems. A data base of aH observed
failure modes, diagnostic techniques, and maintenance requirements is used to
build an interactive troubleshooting tree which can prompt the operator if
current symptoms/conditions match a previous observation. If the system is not
familiar with a particular problem, it will wait until the problem is fixed and
then query the operator for sufficient detail to recognize the new situation in
the future.
Conceptual Design B: ATE System - The ATI_ (automated test equipment)
System is composed primarily of slave-test capable instrumentation. Repetitive
tests can be programmed into the system to run unattended. Results are stored
on the microcomputer permanent media and retrieved as desired. Typical
intermittent failure modes require a number of iterations to isolate the faulty
component.
Conceptual Design C: Manual System - The manual system consists of general-
purpose instrumentation without special features or software. As such, special
knowledge of troubleshooting or a comprehensive test procedures manual is
required. At best, a stable, dedicated two-way communication link is necessary
to allow interactive dialogue during troubleshooting operations.
System specifications indicating instruments, microprocessors, interfaces, and utility
requirements were developed for each of the three candidate concepts. Accessories to
allow removal of instruments for remote troubleshooting and electronic systems
maintenance were also identified.
15
Since the IEL represents currently available technology, a preliminary design and
prototype testing effort is not required. Development of the IEL represents a systems
integration project culminating in the delivery of a flight prototype unit rather than a
ground-based breadboard as discussed for the previous three equipment items.
The fuU Concept Design and Phase C/D Development Plan for the Integrated
FAectronics Lab is provided in Appendix D.
1.3 I_tegrated Equipment Development Plan
The development of reliable space flight-qualified systems to accommodate micro-
gravity science and applications research has been a continuing obstacle to technical
progress. Most previously used equipment (e.g., GPRF, SAAL, ADSF, EML) was
developed during the SPAR (Space Processing Application Rocket) era and refur-
bished/mocUfied to support STS-based experiments. The need to advance the state of
technology has been clearly documented (ref. 3) and in eases where advanced systems
were utilized (e.g., FES/VCGS on Spacelab HI) significant flight restLtts were obtained.
A productive Space Station based research program implies the need for a new
generation of hardware. The lead-time for Space Station IOC is sufficiently great to
allow the technology development phase necessary to support advanced systems
design. However, in order to achieve this goal, ground-based breadboards must be
designed and tested in the near-term, thereby allowing the final design and fabrication
of reliable space flight systems during the early 1990's.
Development Schedule:
The equipment development plans included herein are fully responsive to the need for
a technology development phase which includes provisions for analytical and experi-
mental resolution of technical issues through a ground-based and sub-orbital test
program. Figure i summarizes the tasks and subtasks required for an overall
development effort from initial concept to flight qualified system. Figure 2 keys this
effort to the Space Station development schedule and indicates the concurrent
activities necessary to ensure availability of the four selected equipment items by
IOC. Figure 3 provides a detailed breakout by subtask for the critical technology
development phase (Phase B: Preliminary Design and Prototype Construction/Testing).
16
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IPHASE A: PLANNING AND CONCEPT DESIGN (COMPLETE)
I I I I
A-l: USER REQUIREMENTS
A-2: CONCEPT DESIGN
PHASE B: PRELIMINARY DESIGN AND PROTOTYPE
CONSTRUCTION / TESTING
i
B-l: BREADBOARD DESIGN
B-2: ANALYTICAL RESOLUTION OF TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT ISSUES
8-3: HARDWARE PROCUREMENT AND FABRICATION
B-4: BREADBOARD ASSEMBLY
B-5: SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
B-6: GROUND-BASED TESTING
B-7: SUB-ORBITAL TESTING
B-8: EXPERIMENTAL RESOLUTION OF TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT ISSUES
PHASE C: FINAL DESIGN
C-1: FLIGHT UNIT DESIGN"
C-2: CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
C-3: VERIFICATION
C-4: DESIGN REVIEW
PHASE D: FABRICATION AND TESTING
D-l: FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY
D-2: FINAL SOFTWARE PREPARATION
D-3: VERIFICATION
D-4: ACCEPTANCE REVIEW
D-5: GROUND TESTING (LABORATORY MOCK-UP)
D-6: LABORATORY MISSION
I Ill
FIGURE 1: DEVELOPMENT SUBTASKS BY PHASE
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During the planning and conceptual design phase, specific areas were identified that
require significant technology advancements to enable or enhance the development of
the hardware. Advancements such as nonintrusive combustion diagnostics and
advanced materials and instrumentation for higher temperature furnaces will require
significantly long development efforts. It is believed that some of these more critical
technology needs should be addressed and development initiated early in the hardware
development process. The development schedule in Figure 2 allows for a one-year
period of initiation of these critical advanced technology development efforts.
The integrated development schedules represent a combination of the four individual
equipment development plans provided in Appendices A through D.
PHASE
A
B"
C
TASK 0ESCRIPTION
DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE
CY-86 CY-87 CY-88 CY-89 CY-90 CY-91 CY-92
III III III III III III III
PLANNING AND
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
PRELIMINARY DESIGN &
PROTOTYPE TESTING
FINAL DESIGN
FABRICATION ANDD
TESTING
"See Flgm'e 3 for detailed development schedule.
• e ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
e-----,--
_iIIiiiiiiiiiiiiIiIiiiIiIiIi
I
ammmmll COMBJSllON TUNNEL
LASER DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM
_ _DVANCED MOBJtJ_ _
INTEGRATED ELECTRONICS LAB(PHASE B:TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT NOT REQUIRED)
FIGURE 2: INTEGRATED TOP-LEVEL EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT PLAN
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ROM Development Cbsts: '
A rough-order-of-magnitude (ROM) development cost was estimated for the four
selected equipment items. Since three of these items require breadboard design,
fabrication, and testing, the ROM costs represent only this level of development. It
must also be noted that the technology development phase will include engineering
research and several decision points which can significantly impact the ROM costs.
Discussion of breadboard design options and alternative approaches are presented in
the individual concept design appendices. Figure 4 is provided as a summary of the
ROM equipment development costs.
EQUIPMENT
ITEM
COMBUSTION TUNNEL
LASER DIAGNOSTIC
SYSTEM
ADVANCED MODULAR
FURNACE
INTEGRATED ELECTRONICS
LABORATORY
• CONCEPT A
CONCEPT B
• CONCEPT C
DEVELOPMENT
LEVEL
BREADBOARD
BREADBOARD
BREADBOARD
FLIGHT
PROTOTYPE
LABOR
5,900 m/hrs
5,000 m/hr6
12,000 mlhrs
$660,000.
$540,000.
$365,000.
MATERIALS
<$80,000
$150,000.
x$1S0,000.
$45,0OO.
$40,000.
$25,000.
TOTAL*
COST
$400,000.
$460,000.
<$755,000.
.$705,000.
$S50,000.
$350,000.
Costs estimated In 1986 dollKs. Labor componen! converted to equivalent man-years (1,860 hre • 1 m-yr) end estimated
at $100,000Jm-yr.
FIGURE 4: SUMMARY OF ROM EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT COSTS
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CONCEPT DESIGN
OF A
RESEARCH COMBUSTION TUNNEL
FOR
SPACE STATION
1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
1.1 Introduetion
The concept design material presented herein was prepared by Wyle Laboratories as an
extension to current efforts at the NASA/LeRC where ground-based combustion tunnel
equipment is being developed for low gravity research in drop-tower and sub-orbital
(aircraf0 tests. This Wyle effort is devoted to providing a set of concept design ideas
and identifying design issues for a Space Station (SS) based combustion tunnel.
Experimental and research objectives for the SS based combustion tunnel have been
tabulated as follows based on discussions with NASA/LeRC personnel:
so Fundamental studies of specific combustion research topics where low flow
velocities are required.
b. Fire safety experimental research
Pre-EVA preparation at 10.2 psia and 30% 09
Special space craft laboratory environments (e.g., 11-12% 0 2 at 2
atmospheres, up to 80% 0 2 at 1 atmosphere)
Provide data obtained from very low gravity (i.e., SS) conditions that
may be used to substantiate and interpret the extensive 1.0 g data
base.
The primary objective of the Space Station (SS) based combustion tunnel, therefore, is
to provide a research apparatus for the study of combustion and flame spread of
burning materials in the presence of low velocity convection under microgravity
conditions. This primary objective has as its goal an increased understanding of the
burning and flame spreading of space craft materials. The flow velocities in the
combustion tunnel test section shah be quite low, i.e., less than those encountered in
buoyant flows in the vicinity of flames at 1.0 g conditions on earth.
A-1
1.2 Summary
A set of desired operational parameters for the Space Station based combustion tunnel
was establishedthrough discussionswith cognizant NASA/LeRC personnel (Refs. I and
2). These desired operational parameters, along with the design constraints associated
with the location of sueh a facilityon the Space Station (SS), have driven the design
concept ideas discussed herein. Section 1.2.1 provides a summary of the combustion
tunnelkJ operational parameters and Section 1.2.2 presents an overview of the
complete system.
1.2.1 Combustion Tunnel O1_erational Parameters. The desired operational parameters
of the concept design combustion tunnel are summarized in the following paragraphs.
Test Section Dimensions and Flow Charaeteristies-
Test section dimensions
- Inside diameter of 20 em ( _8.0 in) or greater, or
- Square cross-section of 20 x 20 cm ( ~8 x 8 in) or greater
- Unobstructed streamwise path of 25-30 cm ( -10-12 in).
Desired Flow Characteristics
Uniform, low-speed flow across test specimen and optical paths
- Flow velocities in region of test specimen as low as 1-2 em/see (~2-4
ft/min) up to 60 era/see (120 ft/min) and special cases as high as 1.0
m/see (200 ft/min).
Non-intrusive (optical) flow diagnostics.
Combustion Ttmnel Environment:
• Static temperature, ~20-22°C ( ~ 68-72°F)
• Static pressures,
° 70.3 k Pa (10.2 psia)
- 101.4 k Pa (14.7 psia)
- 202.8 k Pa (29.4 psia)
- Up to 304.2 k Pa (44.1 psia)
• Background (flow) gas mixtures (typical),
- N 2 with up to 30% O_ at 70.3 k Pa
- N_ with 11-12% 09 a't202.8 k Pa
- N_ with up to 80%'02 at 101.4 k Pa
- Argon or helium wittlup to 80% 02 at 101.4 k Pa.
Fuels of Interest:
The research combustion tunnel should be able to accommodate a variety of solid and
liquid fuels. The primary interest is that of solid fuels including thin samples of paper
and plastics. Liquid fuels may ultimately be considered to include any that would be
used on space craft; however, corrosive fuels are not under current consideration.
A-2
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Since it is the detailed characterization of the flow field and burning process (i.e.,
combustion and flame spreading) that is of interest, it is highly desirable that non-
intrusive measurement techniques be used in the combustion tunnel test section. This
is especially true in any region in close proximity to the
requirements emphasize the need for optical diagnostics.
laser-based optical diagnostics is described in Reference 3.
diagnostics of interest includes the following:
fuel and flame. These
The concept design for
In general, the optical
a.
b.
C.
d.
e.
Flow visualization
Local velocities
Selected species concentration
Temperature profiles
Density profiles
1.2.2 Combusti_ Tunnel 8_ystem Overview. This subsection presents a brief overview
of some concept design ideas for a SS-based research combustion tunnel. Subsequent
sections of this report provide more detail regarding the merits and/or limitations of
the concept design material.
A review of currently preeeived SS imposed constraints on the accommodation and
operation of SS-based experimental systems has indicated that the most severe
limitations would be those relative to power consumption, the disposal of waste
materials, especially the venting of waste gases (e.g., see Ref. 5 and Appendix A), and
all safety related aspects. These constraints influenced Wyle to suggest a fully
recireulating design concept as shown schematically in Figure A-1. The associated
laser diagnostics system (Ref. 3) is shown in a preliminary form as Figure A-2. The
fully recirculating combustion tunnel system illustrated by Figure A-1 is basically a
very low speed flow facility designed to produce a relatively uniform, fiat velocity
profile flow field in a well-defined test section. The system is composed of individual
components and subsystems including the following:
I
I
t
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
Removable Test Section
Fuel Introduction/Removal Subsystem
Stagnation (Settling) Chamber and Flow Conditioners
Flow Rate Measurement and Control Subsystem
Fan/Motor Subsystem
Heat Rejection Coils
Interim Purge Storage Subsystem.
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Each of the above components and_shSsy_tems are discussed in Sections 2.0 and 3.0 of
this attachment.
One of the major design goals was to provide unobstructed optical paths through the
combustion tunnel test section and to provide the experiment with the ability to
translate the ignited fuel sample as desired with respect to the optical path. Some
methods for accomplishing this are presented in Section 2.3 (Fuel Introduction
Methods), but the problem is not fully solved. Reference to Figures A-3 and A-4 should
provide the reader with a better understanding of the complexity of the relationship
between the fuel sample being consumed and the laser diagnostics system. The rate of
which the flame spreads on a given fuel sample (Figure A-3) depends on the combustion
tunnel test parameters and fuel material Thus, a method is required to locate the
optical path in a desired region or regions of the flame as the flame spreads. The
problem is further complicated by noting that up to three (3) optical beams are
necessary to fully charaeterize the combustion and flame spread process (see
Reference 3 for details). Clearly, the ideal solution would be to direct all three
optical paths through the same "point" within the test section and move the sample as
desired past this point (see Concept A of Figure A-4). However, it may be physically
impractical to calibrate and establish the required optical resolution with Concept A.
Concepts B and C of Figure A-4 indicate the use of three optical paths, but not
simultaneously. From the standpoint of the design of the optical and mechanical
systems, Concepts B and C may be accomplished. The severe disadvantage is that
experiment run times would be significantly increased and/or multiple runs with
identical, fresh samples would be required. Again, the reader is directed to Reference
3 for a more complete understanding for the requirement of three separate optical
paths.
An additional and challenging problem is that of accommodating the wide range of
desired flow velocities, pressures, and gas mixtures outlined in Section 1.2.1 with a
single combustion tunnel system. The implications of these test parameters relevant
to the system design are discussed in Sections 2.0 and 3.0. The range of desired test
section flow velocities and tunnel flow rates are illustrated in Figures A-5 and A-6 for
several test section pressures and diameters.
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FIGURE A-3. TYPICAL COMBUSTION PROCESS IN THE FLOW. TEST SECTION
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Section 4.0 identifies some of the teehnolog_l development requirements associated
with a SS-based combustion tunnel system. Section 5.0 provides an outline of the
overall development plan for the research combustion tunnel with emphasis placed on
the Phase B (breadboard design, construction and testing) portion of the plan. Finally,
Appendix A discusses allowable venting from the SS.
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2.0 EQUIPMENT CONCEPT DESIGN
The concept design ideas presented herein for a Space Station (SS) based combustion
tunnel are based on the application of readily available teehnolog_ from low speed,
ground-based flow facilities. Moving the ground-based technolog_ into the SS should
require only minimal teehnieal refinement. The following subsections describe a
baseline concept design along with alternate approaches where appropriate. The
equipment related eoneept design(s) are described under the following headings:
2.1
LJ_J.;I.£UIII Z.o.Ji. I.:_UJL_.JIIIq_IIJ. /J_)/_ll _aUII_LL'/:;13.11L,_
Seetion 2.2 Flow System Components
Section 2.3 Fuel Introduction Methods
Section 2.4 Instrumentation and Data Acquisition.
Equ_ment Design Constraints
i
11
I
Any concept design for Spaee Station (SS) based equipment will ultimately be impacted
by a number of unique physical and operational constraints. The SS related constraints
are not neglected herein, but emphasis has been placed on constraints related to the
general design considerations of the combustion tunnel itself. Some of the more
pertinent design considerations are presented below, followed by a summary of Space
Station constraints identified to date.
I
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2.1.1 General Design Considerations. The desired operational parameters of a SS
based combustion tunnel were summarized in Section 1.2.1. These operational
parameters provide the baseline goals whieh dictate a number of overall design
considerations. These design considerations are listed below along with comments
regarding resolution of a particular problem or identification of unresolved problems.
2.1.1.1 Test Section Size. The tunnel test section must be large enough in both
cross sectional area and length to ace,ram.date reasonably sized fuel samples without
signifieant wall influence and yet small enough to use reasonably sized flow com-
penents (fan/motor subsystem, etc.)
The effect of flow conditions on the test section wall boundary layer and velocity
profile is i]/ustrated in Figures A-7 and A-8. It is elear that the lowest test section
velocities of 1-2 em/s (2-4 ft/min) result in significant boundary layer growth and
A-13
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velocity profile development. The velocity profiles shown in Figures A-7 and A-8 are
based on 20.3 em (8 in) and 30.5 cm (12 in) test section diameters and assume no
disturbances to the flow. Most of the discussions herein are based on the assumption
that the test section dimensions are at least 20.3 cm (8 in) in diameter (or, 20.3 cm (8
in) square) and at least two diameters in length from the inlet.
2.1.1.2 Provision of a Uniform Flow Field in the Test Section. One of the desired
goals for the research combustion tunnel is that the flow field has a uniform, flat and
well-characterized velocity profile in the test section.
Although the desired velocity range of the combustion tunnel flow media is high (i.e.,
from 1-2 era/see to at least 60 era/see (2-4 ft/min to 120 ft/min)), the flow path
Reynolds number is quite low at the lower velocities and pressures and the velocity
profile quickly approaches a parabolic shape a short distance from the inlet. Careful
design of the test section inlet configuration and the apporpriate use of flow
conditioners is required. The methodology used to initiatly establish the flow also
requires special consideration. A more detailed discussion of the methodologies
available for establishing the required uniform flow field and for measuring the flow
velocities is provided in Section 2.2.2 and 2.2.3.
2.1.1.3 Automated Multiple Experimental Runs Between System Servicing. In
order to limit the amount of SS crew time required and maximize the number of
experimental runs per tunnel charge, it will be highly desirable to provide a means for
automatically changing samples. An automated sample changer would permit a
number of experimental runs to be made without opening or fully recharging the
combustion tunnel.
Several concept designs are presented herein for the automatic or semi-automatic
loading and unloading of fuel samples in the combustion tunnel test section. Most of
these concepts are directly related to the solid (sheet) samples such as paper, PMMA,
etc. No engineering detail is presented, but each concept design is discussed on its
own merit in Section 2.3.
2.1.1.4 Provision of Unobstructed Optical Paths. The research combustion tunnel
requires a non-intrusive diagnostic system to monitor the combustion process and/or
flame spread in the tunnel test section. A laser optical system is indicated and the
A-16
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work of Reference 3 suggests that a minimum of two, and possibly three, optical paths
through the test section is required. Also, the progression of the combustion process
must be followed in some manner.
The complete resolution to this problem has not been identified. Several concept
designs are suggested for the test section/optical system arrangement. The advan-
tages and shortcomings of each concept is briefly described in Section 1.2.2.
2.1.1.5 Gas Mixtures Taken from Space Station Supply. In order to minimize
safety and logisticsproblems, the gases used in the combustion tunnel should be taken
from the SS supply. This should pose no major problem except in the case of very
special gas mixtures or higher purity gases than would normally be stored on the SS.
2.1.1.6 Removable Test Section. The combustion tunnel test section must be
readily accessible for cleaning at routine intervals and for loading and unloading test
samples. Removable filters must be used, but these cannot eliminate the need for
periodic cleaning of the system.
2.1.2 Space Station Imposed Design Constraints. The accommodation and operation of
any experimental apparatus on the SS will have its design strongly influenced by
constraints imposed by the SS. Some of the more pertinent SS constraints relevant to
the combustion tunnel are addressed in this concept design effort. Additional SS
imposed design constraints willsimply be identifiedand leftfor later evaluation.
So
b.
Safety Considerations.
Comment: Since combustible gases are to be introduced into the combustion
tunnel at pressures up to 3 atmospheres, the control and venting of these gases
pose the greatest safety related concerns. The removal and tee.repression of the
spent gases to even higher pressures provide additional safety concerns. Such
recompression of the spent gases may not be permitted on the SS.
Overall System Size and Mass.
Comment: Ultimately, a concept design for the combustion tunnel will be
chosen for design and development for the SS. The overall combustion tunnel
size and mass will have to be optimized beyond the concept designs shown
herein. The physical space required by the combustion tunnel system is critical
since each experimental apparatus must compete for the available SS space.
A-17
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Venting and Purging.
Comment: Handling of the contaminated and/or purge gases from individual
experiments aboard the SS shall be under the controlled management of a
dedicated system or systems. A preliminary description of some of these SS
integral systems is described in Reference 5. The external contamination
constraints imposed on these systems have been divided into the following two
classifications(Ref. 5):
O Molecular column densities
Molecular deposition/contamination.
A brief explanation of these venting constraint classifications is provided in
Appendix A herein and is based on information from Reference 5. The impact of
these constraints on experiments such as the combustion tunnel is that direct
venting to the space atmosphere is not permitted and the rate at which an
experiment's waste gases may be delivered to the SS gaseous waste management
system is limited by the aggregate of all sources.
The SS imposed constraints on venting (e.g., Appendix A) has forced the
combustion tunnel concept design presented herein to be fully reeirculating until
the test gas is too contaminated or depleted in one or more constituents to be
used further. Intermediate exhaust and purging of the combustion tunnel spent
gases into a separate storage tank is possible, but would require a dedicated
compressor. This scenario may ultimately be not acceptable.
Space Station Crew Involvement.
So
Comment: IdeaLly, an experimental apparatus such as the combustion tunnel
would best be operated under close control of a payload specialist. However, the
limited amount of SS crew time available for each experiment may force more
automation than would normally be desired. Preliminary concepts are provided
herein for automated tunnel operation and multiple sample exchange, but full
automation of the system has not been addressed.
Power and Heat Rejection Requirements.
Comment: The research combustion tunnel is not a large power consuming
apparatus and the heat rejection should also be modest. At the maximum flow
rate (i.e., maximum test section velocity) and pressure condition, the major
power consuming device will be the tunnel fan/motor subsystem. This subsystem
may be held to 500 watts or less. The sample exchange and transversing
subsystem should require no more than about 100 watts and the associated
instrumentation and data system should be less than about 500 watts.
The power and heat rejection requirements of the laser optics system are not
included herein (see Ref. 3).
f. Noise and Vibration.
Comment: The major noise and vibration generating subsystems associated with
the combustion tunnel are likely to be the fan/motor subsystem and the
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fan operates at a higher RPM than the centrifugal or centr_udal fan. Thus, fan
noise and vibration is a function of the fan type, bearings, etc.
Other noise and vibration sources from the combustion tunnel include the sample
exchange and translation mechanism and solenoid valves. ALl of these items,
especially the larger solenoid valves, will require close attention during design.
2.2 Flow _sCem Components
As was shown in Figure A-l, the suggested overall configuration concept for the
research combustion tunnel system consists of a large number of components and
subsystems. Comments are provided in the foUowing paragraphs on each of the more
significant of these.
2.2.1 Removable Test Section. Figure A-9 illustrates a suggested concept for the test
section portion of the combustion tunnel The engineering design of the test section
should provide for relatively quick removal for periodic cleaning of the test section
and repair or maintenance of the sample exchange mechanism. Although no
engineering detail is shown, the flanges at each end of the test section could be of the
quick-removal, ring clamp type (e.g., Marmon).
As discussed in the combustion tunnel system overview section (Section 1.2.2), the
physical configuration of the test section is critical to the attainment of a uniform,
repeatable flow condition in the vicinity of the test specimen. The cross-sectional
shape of the test section has not been firmly established, but the representation shown
in Figure A-10 is suggested for consideration. The flattened wails provide a means for
the optical windows to be essentially flush, thereby reducing flow disturbances from
the wall. Also, the rounded corners of the test section are likewise intended to reduce
flow disturbances. Although the square (or rectangular) test section may be somewhat
heavier than a cylindrical test section, it is suggested that the square-shaped test
section can produce a flow field that is less disturbed by the optical windows and other
wall penetrations.
The overall dimensions of the test section have not been fully established. The scale
used in Figure A-9 suggests an overall length of 102 cm (40 in) for the test section
from flange-to-flange. This is for a test section whose cross-sectional dimension is
20.3 cm (8 in). The very short flow path distance from the upstream inlet/flow
conditioner to the sample position is suggested for the purpose of providing the most
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uniform and fiat velocity profile and to provide open space downstream of the sample
for the sample exchange mechanism. The final determination of the flow channel
length downstream of the test specimen will depend on the ability of the downstream
flow conditioner to prevent flow turning disturbances from propagating upstream.
A filter to remove particulate material from the combustion process is shown located
in the flow turning section of Figure A-1. Ultimately, it may be possible to locate the
filter just past the downstream flow conditioner (see Fig. A-9). Some space could be
saved if the filter were designed to also serve as a flow conditioner. A selection of a
specific filter has not been made in this study. Before such a recommendation can be
made, it will be necessary to specify the minimum particle size that is required to be
trapped, the amount of particulate material required to be retained before filter
change out, and the maximum allowable pressure drop for the desired flow conditions.
The pressure drop is especially important to a Space Station based combustion tunnel
design since the fan power required is proportional to the total flow path resistance.
It would be desirable to limit the pressure drop across the filter to 1.0 in H20 (0.25
kPa) or less. This may be impractical under the conditions of the highest flow
velocities at 3.0 atmospheres pressure.
The use of special filters such as those used in gas chromatography to scavenge
selected species has been identified as an area for further investigation (see Section
4.0, Technology Development).
2.2.2 StagnaUon Clmmbet and Flow CondiUoners. Figures A-1 and A-9 both show the
inclusion of a stagnation (settling) chamber upstream of the tunnel test section inlet
and a number of flow conditioners and turning vanes located in several sections of the
system. The purposes of these devices are well established and their design and
application are described in many texts (e.g., Ref. 6).
The stagnation (i.e., settling) chamber indicated just upstream of the inlet to the
combustion tunnel test section serves the purpose of reducing and smoothing the flow
velocity just ahead of the inlet. The bulk velocity in the stagnation chamber is related
to that in the test section by their respective cross-sectional areas. The practical
design diameter of the stagnation chamber could, for example, be twice that of the
tunnel test section, resulting in a stagnation chamber bulk velocity that is one-fourth
that in the test section. The use of a finite diameter for the stagnation chamber will
A-22
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obtained by locating a honeycomb or mesh flow conditioner at the test section inlet
(see Figures A-1 and A-9). However, the usefulness of a flow conditioner at the inlet
must be compromised by the consideration of a reasonable pressure drop across the
device. It is suggested that a maximum allowable pressure drop for the inlet flow
conditioner be no more than 0.5 in H20 (0.12 kPa). Note that a detailed design of the
stagnation chamber and inlet flow conditioner and their effect on the inlet velocity
profile is not possible in this concept design effort. The provision of an acceptably
uniform (flat) velocity profile has been identified as a technology development area
(Section 4.0).
The other flow conditioners and turning vanes indicated in Figure A-1 are of the more
conventional type whose purpose is to remove swirl and distortion from local velocity
profiles. Some of these flow conditioners are of industry accepted design and
generally produce a very low pressure loss. Typical flow conditioners designs are
illustrated by Figure A-11 (reproduced from Ref. 6). It should be clearly understood
that these low pressure-loss conditioners provide essentially no flattening of the
velocity profile across the flow path. For this reason, it should be noted that the
selection of a flow conditioner for the inlet to the combustion tunnel test section
(Figures A-1 and A-9) would be of a special design to remove inlet swirl and distortion
and to also flatten the velocity profile.
f.
The actual velocity PrOfiles in the test section must be measured for different mass
flow rates and gas mixtures. It is suggested that this tunnel calibration (flow
characterization) be performed either by hot wire anemometry, or by the laser
Doppler velocimeter (LDV) method. The LDV method is preferred for this application
since it is to be developed for the flame diagnostics (Ref. 3).
2.2.3 Flow Rate Measurement and Flow ControL Reference to Figure A-1 indicates
that the flow in the current concept design of the research combustion tunnel is
generated by a fan/motor subsystem. A desired tunnel flow rate may be established by
microprocessor control of both the fan motor speed and the use of a flow control valve
(or valves). The importance of this flow rate control must not be minimized.
The input signal to the flow rate control microprocessor may be based on the total
mass flow rate through the tunnel, or it may be based on a specific velocity such as
A-23
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the eenterline velocity in the test section. It is suggested in this concept design that
the in situ measurement of mass flow rate be used as the controlling input signaL As
shown in Figure A-I, two secondary reference standard flow rate measurement
techniques are suggested for inclusion in the combustion tunnel. The higher flow rate
measurements could be made by use of a calibrated orifice plate system (i.e., for test
section flow velocities up to 100 em/sec (200 ft/min) or greater). The very lowest
flow rate measurements may be made by use of a calibrated laminar flow element
(LFE) system. The LFE is capable of making very precise flow rate measurements, but
is generally a high pressure loss device. This is the reason for suggesting at least two
separate flow rate measurement techniques.
2.2.4 Fan and Fan Motor. As discussed in the section on the system overview of the
research combustion tunnel (Section 1.2.2), the system must be fully recireulating and
fully closed during any specific experiment. Thus, a flow generation subsystem must
be designed that will have the following attributes:
a)
b)
c)
d)
FuLly controllable over a wide range of speeds
Minimal input power required
Safe and reliable in high precentage oxygen gas mixtures
Low noise and vibration characteristics.
The most appropriate fan/motor subsystem for this application appears to be of the
vaneaxial type. The desired flow rates can be attained and they are of compact
design. A disadvantage of the vaneaxial is that they generally operate at higher RPMs
than, for example, centrifugal or centraxial blowers at the same flow rate.
The power input to the fan/motor subsystem is proportional to the total flow
resistance (in terms of pressure drop) for any desired flow rate. It is suggested that
the research combustion tunnel be configured to operate with a total flow resistance
of 5 in of H20 (1.24 kPa) or less at the highest mass flow rates.
It remains to determine the allowable noise and vibration characteristics of available
fan/motor subsystems. Also, the reliability of the fan motor operating in a high
percentage oxygen atmosphere must be investigated.
2.2.5 Heat Rejection. The heat rejection requirements of the research combustion
tunnel flow system will largely be due to the heat dissipated by the fan/motor
subsystem and the sample exchange and translation motors. Most of this heat may be
A-25
assumed to be dissipated in the combustion tunnel flow media and must, therefore, be
removed upstream of the tunnel test section and stagnation chamber. Preliminary
estimates of this heat rejection requirement total approximately 700-800 watts. This
amount of heat should be easily removable by means of an air-to-liquid heat exchanger
shown in Figure A-1.
2.2.6 hterim Purge Subsystem. One of the more significant design constraints im-
posed on the research combustion tunnel is that related to the venting of waste gases
from the Space Station (SS) (see Section 2.1.2 and Appendix A). Thus, if permitted, an
interim purge storage subsystem would be highly desirable. As shown in Figure A-I,
this would consist of a compressor and storage cylinder placed in the lines between the
combustion tunnel and the SS vent system. The size of the compressor and storage
cylinder would be determined by the number of combustion tunnel charges required to
be accommodated between discharges to the SS waste gas handling system.
It is noted that the recompression of gases, especially combustible gases, may not be
permitted.
2.3 Fuel Introduction Methcx_
A method (or methods) must be provided for introducing fueis into the research
combustion tunnel. The fuels considered herein include solid sheet materials (e.g.,
paper, plastic, etc.) and various liquid fuels. Introduction of such fuels into a SS based
combustion tunnel requires the design of mechanisms that can insert fresh fuel
samples essentially automatically. Further, the sample holder and fuel exchange (i.e.,
supply) mechanisms must provide minimal flow disturbance.
The following paragraphs provide a description of some concept designs for fuel
insertion and removal for both solid and liquid fuels.
2.3.1 Solid Fuel Introduction. The following paragraphs describe three separate design
concepts for the introduction of solid fuels into the research combustion tunnel and
the removal of the spent fuel. The three concept designs suggested include the
following:
a)
b)
c)
Concept i - Cartridge Type Loader
Concept 2 - Reel-to-Reel Sample Holder
Concept 3 - Rotating Nheel Type Sample Holder.
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Note that in all of the figures used to illustrate the various concepts, the dimensions
shown are approximate and no engineering details are demonstrated. Also, note that
the combustion tunnel test section is variously shown as cylindrical or as a square or
rectangular shape. The preferred test section configuration was discussed in Section
2.2.1 (Removable Test Section).
_neept 1 -Cartridge Type Loader:
Figure A-12 shows a wedge-shaped sample holder for the cartridge type loader. The
sample material is secured in the holder and may be ignited from either end. It will be
desirable to make the sample holder as thin as possible to reduce flow disturbances.
Figure A-13 indicates one variation of a cartridge type sample loading mechanism. In
this design, fresh fuel samples are brought in from one side of the combustion tunnel
through a narrow slot. They are caused to turn into the flow path where they are
ignited when conditions are ready. The spent sample is caused to be removed from the
tunnel through the same slot.
Figure A-14 indicates a second variation of a cartridge type sample loader. In this case
the fresh samples are brought into the tunnel from one side (i.e., from the sample
supply cartridge) and the spent samples are removed to the opposite side of the tunnel
This design has the clear disadvantage that the relatively large openings into the
combustion tunnel from the cartridges are likely to cause undesirable flow distur-
bance_
Note also that in both variations (Figures A-] 3and A-14) of the cartridge type loader, no
design provision is shown for causing the fuel to translate appropriately in relation to
the optical windows. A separate mechanism is required to cause this additional
motion.
Coneept 2 - Reel-to-Reel Sample Holder:
Figures A-15 and A-16 iUustrate a concept for the use of an essentially continuous strip
of fuel to be introduced into the combustion tunnel from a supply reel and disposed of
by a spent fuel reel on the opposite side. This concept illustrates several desirable
features, including an axial translation mechanism and minimal flow disturbances from
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the tunnel wall penetrations. A clear design problem with this concept is that of
causing the sample strip material to be rigid enough to not bind or tear when
attempting to reel a new sample into place after a combustion process. A tentative
solution to this problem would be to provide a noncombustible, flexible edging along
the sides of the combustible sample. This flexible edging would be constructed of a
material that would not be harmed during the burning process and would remain to pull
the fresh sample into place.
Concept 3 - Rotating Wheel Type Sample Holder:
Figures A-17 and A-18 illustrate a rotating wheel concept which contains from 4 to 6
fuel samples mounted as shown. The operation of this concept depends on a
mechanism (not illustrated) which would cause the wheel to rotate after each
experimental run, bringing a fresh fuel sample into the flow stream. This rotating
wheel concept is relatively simple to construct in the configuration shown. However,
the concept has the severe disadvantage of holding only 4-6 samples. Again, no sample
translation mechanism is shown that would move the sample streamwise relative to
the optical diagnostics subsystem.
2.3.2 Liquid Fuel Introduction. The introduction and ignition of liquid fuels and the
observation of their burning is also of interest for the SS combustion tunnel (Ref. 1).
However, the techniques and methodology for creating the appropriate conditions for
liquid fuels ignition and burning remain to be developed (Ref. 4). In this concept
design study only the most rudimentary concepts are presented relative to the use of
liquid fuels. Pool or surface (sheet) liquids and liquid droplets are addressed briefly in
the following paragraphs.
Liquid Pool (Sheet) Concept:
Figure A-19 shows one design concept for creating a liquid pool which may be ignited
at either the upstream or downstream flow location. The concept depends upon the
wicking action of a porous substrate to provide a fully wetted surface. The mass and
material properties of the wick material should be chosen such that it is not consumed
or otherwise harmed as a result of the burning of the liquid surface.
Note that it is probably appropriate to seal the peripheral edges of the wick substrate
such that burning takes place only on its large area surfaces (i,e., in the plane of the
optical path).
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Precise control of the amount of liquid fuel to be pumped to the wick must be
attained. Combustion of the liquid fuel on the wick surface could be essentially
continuous for the desired run times.
! l_luid IX_p_t Oonc_pt:
I
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Figure Ao20 shows an elementary concept for the introduction of liquid droplets into
the SS combustion tunnel Unlike the liquid pool concept where the liquid location
may be stationary, the liquid droplets may be allowed to move with the tunnel flow
across the optical path. An alternative might be that the liquid droplets would be
caused to attach themselves to stationary wires or posts located at any of the points
shown in Figure A°20.
I In either ease, whether the droplet is to move with the tunnel flow or be held
stationary, the methodology for igniting the droplet remains to be established. The
i use of some type of spark igniter (see Figure A°20, Detail A) may be the most
appropriate. Any other method is likely to excessively disturb the local flowfield or
i the shape of the droplet (e.g., the use of a micro°torch or heated wire igniter).
2.4 Instrumentation and Data Acquisition
I The instrumentation required for the research combustion tunnel shall include pressure
and temperature transducers, linear position indicators (LVDTs), mass flow meters,
I oxygen analyzers, and the laser diagnostics system (Ref. 3). Specific instruments for
the SS-based combustion tunnel have not been selected.
I Very little attention has been given herein to the data acquisition requirements for
i either a ground-based or SS_oased combustion tunnel It is apparent that the datahandling requirements of the laser diagnostics system (Ref. 3) will be significant.
I
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3.0 OPERATIONAL CONCEFt-_
In addition to the eombustion tunnel equipment design eoneepts diseussed in Seetion
2.0, some consideration has been given to these aspects related to the operation of the
faeflity in both a ground-based and Spaee Station (SS) eonfiguration. The operational
eoneepts discussed in this section have incorporated the most demanding SS eon-
straints where possible. Thus, this seetion addresses the following system operation
topics:
Section 3.1
Section 3.2
Seetion 3.3
Establishment of Required Gas Mixtures
System Venting, Cleaning and Test Re-Initiation
Safety
3.1 Estsbltshment of Desired Gas Mixtures
The introduction of the appropriate mixture of gases into the SS-based combustion
tunnel may be accomplished in a number of ways. Included among these are the
following methods:
1) Partial Pressures
2) Premixed, Pressurized Gas Samples
3) Critical Flow Orifii
4) Calibrated Volume.
The selection of any of these gas mixture establishment methods - or a combination of
these methods -depends on whether the gas mixture is being initiallyestablished
before the firstexperimental run, or the oxygen (02 ) component or some other gas is
being replenished after a run or seriesof runs. In addition, one scenario for increasing
the number of experimental runs between complete purging of the system suggests
that initialruns be performed at the lowest pressure condition with subsequent runs
being performed at increasing increments of pressure. This may be accomplished
under microprocessor control by either the partial pressures method or the
calibrated volume method. In any scenario, the introduction of additional gases (e.g.,
02, N 2, etc.) into the tunnel requires an accurate determination of the 02 content of
the mixture.
S, LI Fawthll Pt'rdglrn Method, Initial filling of the combustion chamber by the
method of partial pressures is straight forward and the resulting gas mixture wiU be as
accurate as the measurement of the tunnel static pressure and corrections for any
temperature variations. Regarding the operational safety during filUng, it will be
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most appropriate to introduce the inert gas(es) first,followed by oxygen and any other
combustible gases. This method can be performed automatically under microprocessor
control, with combustion tunnel static pressure and temperature as the measured
inputs. The gas mixture should be able to be established to at least an accuracy of 1.0
percent of the desired mole fraction.
Filling the combustion tunnel initiallyby the method of partial pressures permits the
use of the SS gas storage/delivery systems except for very special gases or gases
whose purity must be greater than that provided by the central storage.
i
3.1.2 Premixed_ Pressurized Gas Samples. Clearly, the use of premixed, pressurized
gas samples prepared on earth under laboratory conditions can provide the highest m|accuracy of the gas mixture. The use of such premixed gas samples may be
completely justifiedfor some experimental runs where either the gas mixture isunique
a
or the required mixture accuracy cannot be obtained by any other method. R
Limitations relevant to the use of premixed samples include the increased handling i
J
required, more complex transport and storage, and lack of versatility. The lack of
versatility is manifested by the observation that the premixed sample must be used as •|prepared and does not permit make-up of a particular gas component, except through
separate means such as the method of partial pressures or the calibrated volume
method. I
3.1.3 Critical Flow Orifice Method. The use of precisely calibrated criticalflow orifii
is common to more than one method of establishing gas mixtures. However, in the
simplest case a number of appropriately sized critical flow orifii may be used to
permit reasonably accurate microprocessor control of the initial filling of the
combustion tunnel,as well as the introduction of makeup gases ifthat isdesired.
A simple example of the critical flow orifice method is illustrated by Figure A-21,
where oxygen and nitrogen are admitted simultaneously into the combustion tunnel
under microprocessor control.
The total mass of each gas (e.g.,oxygen and nitrogen) required to be introduced into
the combustion tunnel may be determined approximately from a predetermination of
the tunnel volume, the desired volume fraction of the gas, and the combustion tunnel
staticpressure and temperature. Equation (1) may be used for thisdetermination.
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re(g)= F(g)VCT
where:
re(g)
F(g)
VCT
(%
;oT_oT
std' std =
Using Equation (1),
following conditions:
_g PCT Tstd
Pstd TCT
Mass of gas component required, Ibm (kg)
Mass fraction of gas component
(1)
Free volume of combustion tunnel, ft3 (m 3)
Density of gas component at standard conditions, Ibm/ft 3 (kg/m 3)
Static pressure and temperature in combustion tunnel
Pressure and temperature at standard conditions.
the mass of N 2 and 02 required may be calculated for the
F(N_)= 0.70
F(O_)= 0.306.0 ft _ (0.170 m 3)CT =
CT = 45 p..sia (0.3,_ MPa)
CT = 530VR (294 v K)
Thus, the required masses of nitrogen and oxygen may be calculated as 1.003 lbm and
0.468 lbm, respectively. These values are based on nitrogen and oxygen densities of
0.078 lbm/ft 3 and 0.085 ibm/ft3, respectively, at standard conditions (1.0 atmosphere
pressure at 530°F (294.4°K)).
Sizing of the critical flow orifii requires the selection of both a fill time and a supply
pressure. For this example, assume that the stagnation pressure upstream of each
orifice is 100 psia. Regarding the selection of a fill time, a long fill time implies a
small orifice size, while a very large orifice reduces control over the mass of gases
admitted.
For this example, assume that the fill time for simultaneous admission of N 2
30 seconds. Then the mean flow rate of each gas may be calculated as
":"N2 = 1.003 1bin30 see - 0.0334 lbm/see (0.0152 kg/see)
and 0 2 is
_ 0.468 lbm
toO2 30 see - 0.0156 1bin/see (0.00708 kg/see)
The critical flow orifice cross-sectional areas may now be computed from Equation
(2), k + 1 -1/2
Po k+l/
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_(g) =
T =
O
P =
O
k =
R(g) =
go =
C_ticaj flow area for which the gas flow Math number is unity,
in (era _)
Mass flow rate of gas, 1bin/see (kg/sec)
Stagnation temperature of gas upstream of critical flow orifice, OR(°K)
Stagnation pressure of gas upstream of critical flow orifice, psia
(MPa)
Ratio of gas specificheats
Gas constant, in Britishunits,ft - Ibf/(Ibm°R)
Constant defined in Britishunits as 32.174 Ibm - ft/(Ibf-sec).
Now, using Equation (2), A* for nitrogen and oxygen may be calculated for
assumed stagnation conditions of 100 psia (0.689 MPa) and 530°R (294°K).
of these example calculations are as follows:
A'N2 = 0.0147 in 2 (0.095 em 2)
A* = 0.00642 in 2 (0.0414 era2).O2
the
The results
The preceding calculations indicate that a critical flow orifice diameter of 3.4 to 3.6
mm (0.134 to 0.142 in) for nitrogen and 2.25 to 2.35 mm (0.089 to 0.093 in) would
permit the filling of a 6.0 ft 3 combustion tunnel volume in approximately 30 seconds
for the stated conditions. These calculations are very approximate and are provided
only as an example.
Fine adjustment of the mixture may be obtained by use of additional,smaller orifiifor
each gas component. The precision in obtaining a desired gas mixture by this method
depends on the accuracy of the calibrated orifiiand the pressure and temperature
transducers. In addition, this method depends upon precise measurement of the time
during which each gas component isflowing through the criticalorifii.
3.1.4 Calibrated Volume Method. A highly accurate method of Introducing the appro-
priate quantity of gases into the combustion tunnel is that which utilizes a calibrated
volume. The central element of this method (shown schematically in Figure A-22)
consists of a precisely machined calibration chamber whose volume has been ac-
curately determined. The calibration chamber is supplied by each gas in turn, through
a series of pressure regulators, solenoid valves and critical flow orifii. The pressures
and temperatures in the calibration ehamber and the combustion tunnel are contin-
uously monitored and permit precisely calibrated masses of each gas to be introduced
into the combustion tunnel under microprocessor control.
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The steps required for utilizingthe calibrated volume method have been summarized
as follows. Assume that the combustion tunnel has been prepared for an experimental
run and is fully secured. Under microprocessor control, both the combustion tunnel
and the calibration volume are evacuated to the vacuum pressure level permitted by
the Space Station vent system. After a predetermined period of venting below a
desired pressure level in the combustion tunnel, the vent system is closed along with
the solenoid valve that isolates the calibration volume from the tunnel. An
appropriate gas is then introduced into the calibration volume until a predetermined
set of pressure and temperature values are obtained. This mass of gas is then
introduced into the combustion tunnel and the process is repeated until the desired
mass of that gaseous component has been introduced. This procedure is repeated for
each additionalgas component required to obtain the desired mixture.
Note that the calibrated volume method described here depends on the use of software
containing algorithms of gas-law relationshipsfor each gas to be introduced.
The accuracy of the method depends on the predetermination of the calibration
chamber volume and the precision of the pressure and temperature transducers. The
method does not depend on flowmeters and/or timing of flow through critical orifii.
An advantage of this method is that precise quantities of make-up gases (e.g., oxygen)
may be added to the mixture between experimental runs.
3.2 System Venting: Cleaning and Test Re-InitiaUon
Some preliminary comments relevant to the venting of waste and/or purge gases to the
Space Station (SS) gaseous waste management system were provided in Section 2.1.2
and Appendix A. It may be assumed that direct venting to space from any SS-based
experiment or process will not be permitted. An interim purge storage subsystem (see
Section 2.2.6) would permit some relief to the venting problem if such equipment were
permitted. From an operational consideration, the number of experimental runs
possible over any time period will be severely restricted if some relief to venting isn't
provided.
PeriodicaLly,the combustion tunnel willrequire a thorough cleaning and maintenance
inspection. Each experimental run involving combustion will,of course, contribute a
finite amount of contamination, including particulate material The engineering
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design of the SS-based combustion tunnel must address the type, size and location of
filters to be used routinely. It is suggested that the system design be such that
periodic cleaning of the removable test section (Section 2.2.1) be all that is necessary
over a relatively large number of experimental runs. Periodic cleaning of the optical
windows is most critical
Details regarding the allowable cleaning procedures and disposal of waste materials on
the SS have not been fully established.
I
I
I
I
I
The safety related aspects of a Space Station (SS)-based research combustion tunnel
have not been addressed herein in any detail Unless an interim purge storage
subsystem (Section 2.2.6) is included, pressures within the combustion tunnel will be
regulated to approximately 3.0 atmospheres, or less. Of course, the gaseous and liquid
supply lines to the tunnel will of necessity be at pressures higher than that of the
tunnel A review of the safety related aspects relevant to the preliminary design of a
Spacelab combustion facility (Ref. 7) suggests similar safety measures for the Space
Station. In addition to suitable check valves, pressure relief valves, and interlocks on
certain valves, the SS-based combustion tunnel facility may require a dedicated fire
suppression subsystem and an emergency vent system.
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4.0 TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
The complete engineering design of both the research combustion tunnel and its laser
diagnostics system shall provide a number of technical challenges. However, the
design of the basic portions of the combustion tunnel should follow relatively well-
established practices for the design of any low-flow velocity laboratory apparatus of
the low-speed wind tunnel type. Optimization of a ground-based breadboard tunnel for
the Space Station application will provide an additional challenge.
During this concept design effort, a number of technical design issues were identified
which appear to be especially difficult and are generally outside of common en-
gineering design practice. Some of these design issues are briefly described below
with the intent of alerting the reader to the technical concern.
4.1 Temporal Loeation of Combustion Process RelAtive to LAser
Dia_ostics Optical Paths
This technical design issue was identified and discussed in some detail in Section 1.2.2,
herein. The problem may be restated in the following manner. How can one provide
three (or even two) separate optical paths passing through the tunnel test section, such
that the full laser diagnostics described in Reference 3 may be accomplished during
each experimental run? Use of a single optical window (Figure A-4, Concept A) would
result in serious laser reflections and loss of resolution. Provision of separate optical
windows has the drawback of causing flow disturbances in the test section.
An associated problem is that of providing a means for moving (translating) the
burning sample and its flame in a prescribed manner relative to the optical paths and
being able to control this movement temporally.
4.2 Calibration and Measurement of Test Section Velocity Profile on Orbit
Prior to the initiation of any combustion and/or flame spreading process in the
combustion tunnel, it is necessary to establish precisely the required test section
velocity field. This is a relatively straight forward process in a ground-based
laboratory and the test section velocity profile may be characterized by hot-wire
anemometry or by an LDV system (see Ref. 3). However, this is a time consuming
process and would not be practical in the Space Station-based application. It is
A-47
suggested that some tunnel calibration and flow field characterization must be
performed inthe Space Station environment and correlated with earth-based results.
4.3 Introduction of Particle Seeding for LDV Application
The use of the laser Doppler veloeimetry (LDV) methodology for non-intrusive flow
velocity determina_cion requires that the flow field be seeded appropriately. An
appropriate method for introducing particles into the combustion tunnel must be
developed for both a ground-based breadboard facility and the Space Station-based
system. It isunderstood that some special techniques may require development for
low-gravity seeding.
4.4 Introduction of Liquid Fuel into Combustion Tunnel
The introduction of liquid fuels into a low gravity environment flow facility poses a
unique ehaUenge since, for example, gravity can't be used to hold the liquid fuel in a
pool form for combustion. Some possible solutions to this problem were described in
Section 2.3.2,herein. However, thisarea of concern demands additional attention.
4,.5 Other Technology Development Issues
In addition to the design issues described above, there are several other areas of
technology development that were only briefly addressed in Sections 1-3 herein. The
design and provision of velocity-profileflatteners in the tunnel test section isof prime
importance. Ordinary flow conditioners (e.g.,flow straighteners) will not provide an
adequately flatvelocity profile without significant pressure loss. Thus, the design of
the entrance of the flow media to the test section must be carefuUy researched.
A second issue is that regarding the filtersystem used to remove particulate material
from the flow during combustion processes. Care must be taken to select filter
materials and configurations to minimize the pressure loss across the filterwhile
scavenging an acceptable percentage of the particulates. Filters used to selectively
scavenge specific particulates will be investigated (e.g.,such as those used in gas
chromatography).
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Alternate techniques for spent gas disposal or recycling must be investigated further.
For Space Station (SS) accommodation, the disposal and/or recycling of experiment
spent gases can be a significantproblem. If the spent gases are adequately c] caned
they may be recompressed and stored for other uses. However, the acceptability of
recompressing spent gases on the SS has not been resolved.
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5.0 DEVELOPMENT PLAN - RESEARCH COMBUSTION TUNNEL
Sections 1 to 3 herein have presented a fundamental concept design review of a
research combustion tunnel that would ultimately be accommodated on the Space
Station (SS). Section 4 provided a brief summary of some of the technology
development issueswhich have been identifiedto date.
This section outlines a preliminary development plan for the research combustion
tunnel leading to SS accommodation at IOC (InitialOperational Capability).
5.1 Overall Development Plan (Phases A-D)
Figure A-23 indicates a suggested schedule for the overall development of the
combustion tunnel through phases that basically parallel the development of the Space
Station (SS). Phase A denotes a concept design effort and included a definition of
operational parameters and design constraints. The Phase A concept design is
essentially complete as reported herein.
Phase B of the development plan is defined as the design, construction and testing
(ground-based and sub-orbital flights) of a breadboard configuration (Section 5.2).
Phases C and D would then consist of design, construction, flight qualification, and
integration into the SS. No details are provided herein on the efforts necessary for
Phases C and D, except for the general listing of subtasks given in Figure 1 (page 17).
5.2 Preliminary Desl_ and Testinf (l_u;e B)
Figure A-24 outlines the basic subtasks proposed for the design, construction and
testing of a breadboard version of the research combustion tunnel. This Phase B effort
would use the research combustion tunnel concept design described in this report as
the basis for a detailed engineering design and fabrication of a ground-based
breadboard facility. Figure A-24 shows a preliminary estimate of the calendar time
and manhours for each major subtask under Phase B.
A preliminary listing of the major components that must be either fabricated or
purchased is outlined in Table A-1. Again, these items are relevant to a ground-based
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TABLE Aol. COMBUSTION TUNNEL COMPONENTS-BREADBOARD CONFIGURATION
o
e
o
4.
e
6.
7.
S.
Removable Test Section
O
O
O
O
O
Shell and flanges
Optical windows and flanges
Velocity profile flattener
Other flow conditioners
Flow media filters
Sample Holder/Sample Exchanger
O
O
O
Sample holders and exchange hardware
Sample exchange motor drive system
Limit switches, positioners
Stagnation Chamber/Remainder of Flow Channel
System Sensors
o Pressure and temperature sensors
o Velocity sensor (e.g., hot-wire)
o Mass flow meters
o Oxygen analyzer
Fan/Motor System
Heat Removal System
System ControUer/Computer Interface
Data Acquisition System
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test apparatus (Subtask B-6 of Figure A-24) with potentially some low-gravity aircraft
flight testing (e.g., NASA KC-135 flights) as noted by Subtask B-7 of Figure A-24.
These schedule and manhour estimates do not include any STS or SS mission activities.
Subtasks B-2 and B-8 (Figure A-24) are included in recognition of the technology
development issues that must be addressed. These technologT development issues
(some of which are outlined in Section 5 herein) are expected to require both
analytical and experimental resolution. Subtask B-2 would be used to investigate
information currently available that would aid in the preliminary breadboard facility
design and resolve some of the technologT issues requiring no further experimentation.
Subtask B-8 is a continuation of Subtask B-2, but suggests a requirement for testing
using the breadboard combustion tunnel to investigate the resolution of technology
issues not fully satisfied by Subtask B-2.
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APPENDIX A
ALLOWABLE GAS VENTING FROM THE SPACE STATION
Studies are currently underway (e.g., Ref. 5) to establish the handling of edl waste
materials (solids, liquids and gases) produced on the Space Station. The studies
presented in Reference 5 are devoted to the Manufacturing and Technology Laboratory
(MTL), but tend to illustrate the overall constraints on such important waste handling
topics such as gaseous venting.
In summary, the external contamination constraints on venting were divided into two
classes:
a)
b)
Molecular column density
Molecular deposition constraints
Current requirements or guidelines for these constraints are summarized in Table A-2.
Table A-2. Space Station External Contamination Requirements (Ref. 5)
PARAMETER REQUIREMENT
Column Densities 1011
1013
I0 I0
Molecules/cm_ max for H_O + CO 2
Molecules/era 2 for O^ + br^
Molecules/era for or/her s_urces
Deposition of Generated
Matter as a Result of Direct
Atmospheric Scattering
Deposits of contaminants originating from the
MTL shall not significantly degrade the per-
formanee of the items on which these deposits
occur. In the region of optical instruments,
deposits shall no_ exceed 100 angstroms/yr for
surfaces at 298"K and 40 angstroms/yr for
surfaces at 4°K.
Note that the column density is defined (Ref. 5) as the number of molecules residing in
an infinite column of 1.0 cm 2 cross section and may be calculated from the
_P,ECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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approximate relation,
M
C=
Va 2 _rR1
where:
C
M
V
a
R 1
Z
Column density (molecules/era 2)
Venting rate (molecules/see)
Sonic velocity of gas at stagnation temperature (To), era/see
Distance to point of interest from vent source, cm.
The allowable venting quantities for a period of 90 days isprovided in Table A-3.
Table A-3. MTL Venting Allowables (Ref. 5)
CHEMICAL SPECIES
ALLOWABLE VENTED MASS PER 90 DAY
CYCLE BASED ON COLUMN DENSITY
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ENTIRE
SPACE STATION CLUSTER
HO
c52
0 2
N 2
H 2
He
Ar
Others
35 KG
86 KG
6221 KG
5447 KG
0.3 KG
0.6 KG
6.2 KG
The above relationshipfor column density, C, has been plotted in Figure A-25.
Note that the 90 day allowable masses for venting in Table A-3 have assumed that the
venting is at a constant rate over the full 90-day period. Any short duration venting
must not exceed the column densities or deposition guidelines shown in Table A-2
Example:
Figure A-25 indicates that a venting rate of only approximately 5 x I0"2 g-moles/see
may exceed the allowable column densities of N 2 or O 2 (i.e.,1013 molecules/era2).
This isa mass flow rate for N 2 of
raN2 = 5 x 10"2g-moles/see
mN2 = 0.18 Ibm/rain
28g = 1.4 g/see
g-mole
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This may be shown to be much below the spent gas flow rates for even the moderate
condition of a combustion run of 30 era/see velocity at 2 atmospheres pressure.
Flowing N 2 with 30% 0 2 by volume, the desired flow rate is approximately 7.15
lbm/min.
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CONCEPT DESIGN OF A LASER DIAGNOSTICS SYSTEM
FOR COMBUSTION TUHHEL
INTRODUCTION
The concept design of a laser diagnostics system prepared by Wyle Laboratories and
described herein is a non-intrusive optical measurement system for a research
combustion tunnel proposed for use on the Space Station (SS). Although numerous
combustion diagnostics techniques are available,most of the published flame structure
data have been obtained by introducing various types of probes into the flow.
Introduction of a probe into a flow field alters the static pressure distribution and flow
patterns and can result in measurement errors, especially when probing very low-
velocity flows in reduced scale experiments. In a laser diagnostics system no physical
probe needs to be inserted into the flow. The concept design described herein is
completely non-intrusive in character, produces point-wise measurements, and would
use data storage capability for later analysis in a ground-based laboratory.
The following capabilities of the laser diagnostics system were established based on
discussions with NASA/LeRC personnel:
• Flow visualization
• Temperature profiles
• Velocity of particles and flames
• Species concentration.
Based on these requirements, two conceptual designs are suggested, each design having
a different level of complexity:
System h Includes holography, classical optical techniques, Laser Doppler
Velocimetry (LDV) and Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF)
System II: Includes holography, LDV and LIF.
Both systems would acquire essentiallythe same basic data, but System I would be
more versatile and could provide certain parameters, e.g., flame propagation and
temperature profiles,in real time. The classical optical system provides Schlieren,
B-1
shadowgraph and Mach-Zehnder (M-Z) interferometerie investigating systems which
would provide real-time data on the SS. The Schlieren system provides the flame
propagation information and the M-Z interferometry provides the temperature profile
measurements. Admittedly, this system would be very complex and its feasibility and
application for use in a size and configuration suitable for the SS microgravity
environments needs to be investigated in a ground-based "breadboard" system.
In the System II concept design, the classical optical system is completely eliminated
reducing, of course, the system's ability for real-time measurement of flame propaga-
tion and temperature profiles. Note that both the classical optical system and
holography can provide essentially the same basic data measurement. The advantage
of proposing holography in both systems is in recognition of its ability to store
information for later analysis in a ground-based laboratory and its established
application to other microgravity experiments. Holography was used as a major portion
of the data acquisition for the fluid experiment system (FES) on the Space Shuttle
Spacelab-3 mission.
The concept design systems described herein are possible in principle, but the
technologies of most of the subsystems need to be developed in a '_readboard" system.
The hardware items required for the establishment of the breadboard system are
specified herein, providing preliminary estimates of the physical dimensions, weight,
electric power requirements, cooling systems and an estimate of the cost of
development of the system.
Again, realizing that the complete system would be very complex, it is suggested that
effort for reducing the complexity of the system may be carried out at the technology
development stage. The use of fiber optics to simplify the system has been suggested.
However, there are a number of limitations in the current technology of fiber optics
which need to be studied. The possibility of using the Schlieren/Doppler technique for
measurement of the velocity of particles and flames also needs further study. If the
Schlieren/Doppler technique can be satisfactorily established, it would greatly simplify
the system by completely eliminating the LDV system.
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_, ,_,.,,_u advantage of the laser diagnostics systems described herein is that they can
be used or adapted to accommodate other combustion and fluids experiments planned
on the SS with small modifications. The only necessary conditions are a transparent
medium with optical access to the medium through transparent windows. The
satisfactory application of the holographic system on the Spacelab-3 mission greatly
enhances this concept.
Wyle suggests that these concept designs are possible in principle, but their practi-
cality needs to be established by developing a breadboard system for ground-based
research. Such a ground-based system can be used for the technology development of
the systems, and also would provide a facility for the analysis of data brought back
from the SS.
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LO OBJECTIVE
The objective of the coneept designs discussed herein is the provision of a non-
intrusive laser diagnostics system for the acquisition of data taken from combustion
tunnel experiments in microgravity. An additional objective is that of identifying the
areas which require technology development activities.
A comprehensive optical system is presented which incorporates the classical optical
system/holography, laser Doppler velocimetry and laser induced fluorescence systems.
The successful development of this complete system poses some challenges, but is
possible in principle. The system technologies need to be developed in a ground-based
V_readboard" system prior to the development of the Space Station (SS) flight
hardware.
'the various optical investigation techniques and their subsystems identified show the
extensive parameters that could be measured using the laser diagnostics system.
Optical Investigation Techniques Parameters of Interest
. Classical Optical System
• Mach-Zehnder Interferometry
• Schtieren
• Shadowgraph
2. Holography
0
e
Laser Doppler Velocimetry
Laser Induced Fluorescence
Refractive index
Temperature gradient
Density
Flame propagation
Refractive index gradient
Velocity of flames
Rate of change of
refractive index gradient
Flow visualization
Temperature profile
Particle size measurement
Velocity measurements of
particlesand flames
Species concentration
measurements.
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The holographic system helps to record permanently the wavefront emanating from
the object during the experiment, on a special photographic high-resolution film.
These photographic records, called holograms, can be brought back to earth, processed
and analysed in a ground-based laboratory. The holographic reconstruction can be used
in holographic Sehlieren, holographic shadowgraph and holographic M-Z interfero-
metric systems for analysis of temperature profiles and flow visualization.
The classical optical system described is optional and can be incorporated into the
complete system. This system may also be used for the Schlieren, shadowgraph and
interferometric analyses of flames in real-time; however, its inclusion makes the
system more complex, and its practicality needs to be investigated.
All these techniques, though applicable in principle, need to be developed in a ground-
based breadboard system leading to SS application. The technology development issues
include analysis of data for various investigating techniques, development of the SS
hardware, and the simplification of the system itself. A complete data base needs to
be established for each system for various materials of flame at different operating
conditions.
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2.0 CONCEPT DESIGNS
The comprehensive laser diagnostics system (referred to herein as System I) shown in
Figure B-1 incorporates the various investigation techniques, i.e., classical optical
systems, holography, laser Doppler velocimetry, and laser induced fluorescence. These
systems have different applications in the non-intrusive measurement of various
parameters in combustion of flames. The system uses a large number of fixed optical
components and electro-optical systems which include beam collimating and con-
densing lenses, mirrors, beam splitters, hologram recording materials, detectors, lasers
and acousto-optic beam deflectors, etc. All these components are to be specially
designed and fabricated for SS application.
In this comprehensive system, the holography and classical optical systems require a
vibration-free environment since in both systems the information resides in the
interference pattern at the image plane. It is therefore important that the relative
positions of the optical components remain stable to within a small fraction of the
wavelength of light over the period of the holographic plate exposure. Thus, during
the recording of the hologram, any movement that can translate the fringes must be
avoided. This means movement of the object being recorded, optical components and
laser systems, and even the air through which the light beam must pass during
recording. A movement of less than one-tenth fringe width will not offset the
hologram, but movement of more than one quarter fringe width will seriously offset
the image brightness of the hologram.
During exposure, temperature changes in any part of the system must be eliminated.
If the optical path varies during the exposure due to temperature changes, the effect
is the same as though the optical elements had moved. Hence, wherever possible all
the heat generating sources must be properly insulated and shielded to reduce the
effect of temperature on the optical systems.
Vibration problems can be solved by providing vibration isolation for the work surface
and by devising sufficiently rigid holders for the optical elements. All the optical
components are firmly mounted on the top of an optical table whose size is
approximately 914 mm by 610 mm by 50 mm (3 ft by 2 ft by 0.2 ft), which is rigid,
stiff and internally damped. By locating the laser sources on the side of the table
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opposite the optical system (Figure B-2), a substantial amount of space will be
conserved. The physical dimensions of the laser diagnostics system would increase
approximately twofold if the lasers were also accommodated on the same side of the
table as the optics. The lasers are cooled to prevent any unacceptable thermal
gradients on the optical table.
The system described herein can accommodate a combustion tunnel of approximately
254 mm (10 in.)diameter, and any significantlylarger diameter tunnel may necessitate
the redesign of the optical system. Other microgravity experiments which have a
transparent medium, such as the solution crystal growth, can be easily accommodated
in the system for refractive index measurements and other data acquisition para-
meters. Thus, itcan be used as a generic system for laser diagnostics of microgravity
experiments.
This comprehensive system, if provided with three sets of optical windows (i.e.,three
separate optical paths) on the combustion tunnel, could be used for the measurement
of any three of the desired experimental parameters at any given time. This includes
the use of laser induced fluorescence, laser Doppler velocimetry and holography or any
one of the subsystems of classical optical systems. Thus, during the entire operation
of the experiments, different classicalsystems may be used separately, although not
simultaneously, for various data acquisition. Holography can be used to record the
complete information and later reconstructed for holographic Schlieren, holographic
shadowgraph and holographic Mach-Zehnder interferometry.
Both the holographic and classicalsystems provide the same type of data, but each has
different applications. The holographic system can be used for both the flow
visualization and the determination of the temperature profiles of the flame. More-
over, the holographic system provides a means for storing the information for later
analysis either on the Space Station or in a ground-based laboratory. The hologram,
upon reconstruction, may be used in holographic Schtieren, holographic shadowgraph
and holographic M-Z interferometric systems. Such optical techniques can be
employed on the same hologram repeatedly and sequentially, since the reconstruction
of the hologram actually reproduces the wavefront originallyemergent from the test
region.
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Classical optical systems may also be used for the Schlieren, shadowgraph and M-Z
interferometric analyses. Although the alignment of the Mach-Zehnder interfero-
metric system on the Space Station may be difficult, it is possible to achieve if the
alignment procedures are performed systematically.
Even though both systems (holography and classical optical systems) provide the same
type of measurements, each system has different applications:
i. Temperature profiles and flame propagation may be obtained in real time
by classical optical techniques.
2. Holography provides a permanent record of the whole combustion process
so that the data may be analyzed in detail at a later time.
If the real-time analysis of flame propagation and temperature profiles are not
required on the Space Station, the diagnostics system described herein as System I can
be modified by completely eliminating the classical optical system (System II) as
illustrated by Figure B-3. This eliminates a number of fixed optical components and
results in a greatly simplified system.
A summary of the System II capabilities is outlined below.
i. Holography
.
.
System IT Capabilities (see Fibre B-3)
Flow Visualization
Temperature profile
Particle size measurement
Laser Doppler Velocimetry Velocity measurements of
particles and flames
Laser Induced Fluorescence Species concentration
measurement
Holograms taken on the Space Station may either be brought back to earth, processed
and analyzed in a ground-based laboratory or they can be processed on the Space
Station itself. The development of the holograms and their reconstruction on the
Space Station would require more space for developing, storing the processing
chemicals, a complete optical reconstruction system, and the involvement of more
crew time.
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Laser Doppler velocimetry is a non-contact optical technique for the investigation of
the velocity of the particles and flames. It probes the flow with focused laser beams
and can sense the velocity without disturbing the flow. The only necessary conditions
are a transparent medium with a suitable concentration of particles (or seeding) and
optical access to the flow through transparent optical windows. This technique has
been used extensively for making measurements in flames under laboratory and
industrial conditions, in gases, liquid fuel, and solid particle flames. Velocities as low
as few micrometers per second to several hundred meters per second can be measured
by this technique.
The Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) is a precision investigating technique for the
measurement of species concentration in flames. The method consists of illuminating
the flame with a dye laser tuned to an absorption line of the species of interest. The
species is excited and fluoresces. The fluorescence is observed at 90 degrees to the
laser beam, and is measured using suitable detectors. This measurement indicates the
species concentration of the particles in the flame.
In this concept design study no effort was made to identify in any detail the data
processing systems required for all of the optical investigation techniques. It is l_kely
that some of the systems may be procured off-the-shelf and modified for the Space
Station applications.
Wyle fully understands the complexity of the laser diagnostic systems described
herein, but if all of the combustion and flame spread parameters are to be measured as
desired the system will be complex. One alternative is to divide the experiments into
three separate optical systems, one for each category of investigations. This would, of
course, introduce a number of other problems, including an increased demand on the
physical accommodations, more involvement of the crews time, and more experi-
mental runs at the same conditons.
Again, the laser diagnostics system described herein are possible, but the technology
needs to be developed for applications relevant to the Space Station. This includes the
technology development for the data analysis of various systems, systems hardware,
and the systems to reduce the complexity of the system.
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2.1 Flowehsrt Deser_tion of the concept Design
In Figure B-4, a system flowchart of the overall conceptual design is provided. The
complete system can be considered as being composed of three functional system
categories. Many of the components of one optics system will also be common to the
other optics systems. The functional systems included in the design are:
• Wavefront generation optical system
• Various investigating systems
• Data analysis system.
2.1.1 Wavefront Generation System (Figure B-5)
The argon ion laser beam after reflection from the turning mirror TM 1 is taped* to
the table top through an access hole by a beam steering unit. This beam steering unit
(referred to here as 1) consists of two turning mirrors TM 4 and TM 5 with provision for
precision height and angular adjustments. The laser beam incident on the beam
expander is spatially filtered and collimated by the collimator lens L2 and is reflected
by mirror M 1 to a beam splitter BS 1. The collimated beam is then taped from BS 1 for
the classical and holographic optical systems.
The pulsed laser beam originating from the Dye laser is partially reflected by TBS 2 to
TM 4 and is also taped to the table top by the first beam steering unit (1). This beam
traverses exactly the same path as that of the argon ion laser and is collimated by the
lens L 2 to the beam splitter BS 1 (Figure B-l). This collimated beam is used for the
pulsed laser holography.
The continuous wave (CW) argon ion laser after partial reflection from TBS 2 is
reflected to TM 2 and on to the table top by a second beam steering unit (2) consisting
of turning mirrors TM 3 and TM 6. This beam is then incident on a collimator unit (e.g.,
TSI model 9108) which is used to control the beam divergence for a given optical
system. This control is necessary to assure that the beam crossing point and the waist
of the focused laser beam are at the same place. Proper crossing and focusing assures
that the fringes are parallel and enhance the overall signal to noise ratio of the entire
measurement system. This collimated beam is then used for the laser Doppler
velocimetry.
*Taped means to allow the laser beam to pass through an access hole in the table.
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The dye laser beam reflected from TBS1 is taped to the table top by a third beam
steering unit (3)consisting of turning mirrors TM 7 and TM 8 (Figure B-l). This beam is
used for the laser induced fluorescence. This set of optics so described and included in
the left most rectangle, constitutes the first functional optics system, the wavefront
generation opticalsystem.
The beam paths generated for the various systems are as follows:
Beam Paths Investigation Techniques
1. From argon ion laser to •
the turning mirror TM I, •
and on to the beam
steering unit (1) con-
sisting of turning mir-
rors TM 4 and TM 5.
2. From Dye laser to •
TBS2, and on to the
beam steering unit (1).
Classical optical systems
Holographic optical systems
Pulsed laser holography
3. From Dye laser to TBS 1 •
and on to the beam
steering unit (2) con-
sisting of turning mir-
rors TM 7 and TM 8.
4. From argon ion laser to •
TM_ - TBS_ - TM_ and
z z .
on to the beam steering
unit (3) consisting of
turning mirrors TM 3
and TM 6.
Laser induced fluorescence
Laser Doppler velocimetry
2.1.2 lnvestiEatioa Teclmiques
The second of the categories include the following optical investigation techniques:
Classical optical systems
Holographic optical systems
Laser induced fluorescence
Laser Doppler velocimetry.
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Real-time data analysis may be performed bv using some nf tb_ _n,,o_t_,o+;^_
techniques mentioned above and in addition,the holographic system has the abilityof
storing the information for later analysis. All four sets of experiments can be
performed sequentially in any order provided three sets of optical windows are
mounted on the chamber or the chamber be rotated through 90 degrees during the
entire experiment. Classical and holographic optical systems use one set of windows
and the other two systems use one set of windows for each of the entire data
observations. If three set of windows are used and the chamber remains stationary,
then the flammability material, ifopaque, may have to be rotated through 90 degrees
for passage of the laser beam.
Z.I.3 Data
The last of the three system categories is that of the general data analysis system.
This system includes the camera and video recording systems for the classical and
holographic optical systems, signal and data processors for the laser Doppler veloci-
merry system, and detector, data analyzer and chart recorders for the laser induced
fluorescence system. All of thisequipment can be procured off-the-shelf from various
manufacturers for system integration,at least for ground-based system development.
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3.0 ME.4J_UKEMENT
3.1 Classieal Optieal System
The classical optical systems described herein measure the index of refraction or
spatial derivatives of the index of a medium and from this the temperature field is
inferred. Although all the methods depend on variation of the index of refraction in a
medium and the resulting effects on a light beam passing through the test region, quite
different quantities are measured in each one. Shadowgraph systems are used to
indicate the variation of the second derivative of the index of refraction. With a
Schlieren system the first derivative of the index of refraction is determined.
interferometers permit direct measurement of differences in optical path length
essentially giving the index of the refraction field directly.
3.1.1 Clsssieal Sehlieren
Schlieren photography refers to the recording of gradients in refractive index. In
combustion studies, gases are of principle interest, and in these cases the refractive
index is generally directly proportional to the density. Thus, Schlieren observations
are sensitive to gradients in temperature, pressure and or composition. In general,
Schlieren observations are used in qualitative investigations and the ease of obtaining
Schlieren photographs makes it a popular tool for the study of flames (Refs. 1-3).
A schematic of the single pass, parallel light Schlieren is shown in Figure B-6. The
most important parts of this system consist of a perfectly parallel beam, a Schlieren
lens L3, a marking aperture and a photographic recording device. The marking
aperture can be either a knife edge, a slit, stop or a grid so that a normal image of the
flame would be produced. In the absence of any flame, the parallel light passes
through the combustion tunnel without being deflected and the presence of a flame
changes the local density gradients and deflect the light rays. The knife edge deprives
the image of all light in zones corresponding to downward deflection, while allowing
unimpeded passage to rays deflecting upward.
For our observation, the angle of deflection 0 is the relevant quantity. The Schlieren
image, i.e., the focus of regions where a maximum change in intensity occurs, is then
calculable for combustion phenomena by deducing the angle of deflection 0. Thus,
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basically a Schtieren system is designed to measure this small angle (typically of the
order of 1/_ rad) as a function of position in the X-Y plane normal to the light beam.
Schwar and Weinberg (Ref. 4) demonstrated that velocity measurements can be
obtained by combining the Doppler principle with Schlieren method. They tested this
method experimentaUy in several forms on a wide variety of experimental objects.
These included moving gratings (radially ruled, 5,600 lines rotated at speeds up to
about 600 rpm, mean track diameter of about 10 cm), ultrasonic beams generated by a
quartz crystal transducer, flames (burner stabilized and made to move across the test
space by a mechanical device) and dispersions of particles. In the case of the flame,
interference was achieved between the beam deflected through a small angle by the
flame front and the undeflected beam. The fringes were monitored by a photo-
muRiplier and displayed on an oscilloscope. The range of velocities covered by these
illustrationsextended from a few centimeters per second to the speed of sound. The
accuracy of the measurement was generally limited only by that of determining the
geometry of the optical system, in particular the width of the Schlieren aperture in
relation to itsdisplacement from the optical axis.
Velocity of Flames Based on the Doppler Principle
When the direction of a light beam is deflected through an angle _, by an encounter
with a flame moving at a velocity U at right angles to the incident beam direction, the
frequency of the tight is altered from v I to v 2 where
u2 = vI [I + (Usin0)]c
and where c is the velocity of light. It is possible to measure the beat frequency
(v 2 - v1) = vb when the Doppler shifted beam is made to interfere with a reference
wave of an unperturbed part of the same laser beam.
Then the beat frequency
vb = vI U (sin _)/c
= U sin__._
8
Vb_ U --_--
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Thus the change in frequency can be used to measure the velocity of combustion
flames.
3.1.2 Slmdow_.aph
Shadowgraph systems are used to indicate the variation of the second derivative
(normal to the beam) of the index of refraction and are often employed in studying
shock and flame phenomena (Refs. 1 and 3) where very large temperature and density
gradients are present. The essential feature of shadowgraphy, in distinction from
Schlieren methods, is that the image plane is not optically conjugate with the test
region and the linear displacement of the perturbed light beam is measured rather than
the angular deflection.
A schematic of the shadowgraph system is shown in Figure B-7 in which a parallel
light beam enters the combustion tunnel. Assuming that variation exists only in one
direction (say y) at the exit of the tunnel, the beam is usually not parallel having been
deflected by an angle 0 which is a function of y. This linear displacement of the light
beam is measured and is then related to the refractive index (density) relation.
This parallel beam system offers several advantages. Its sensitivity is greater, and
since there is no magnification, illumination at the image plane is independent of the
flame distance from the image plane. The diameter of the collimated beam being as
large as the test space is the major concern of the system. In applications to the study
of flames, however, this difficulty does not usually arise.
The standard shadowgraph is rarely used for quantitative measurements. If large
gradients of density or temperature are present as in a shock wave or a flame,
shadowgraph pictures can be very useful.
3.1.3 Mach-Zehnder Interferometer
Interferometers are often used in quantitative studies for the measurement of
temperature or density (Ref. 5). Unlike the Schlieren and shadowgraph systems,
interferometry does not depend upon the deflection of a light beam to determine
density (refractive index) but permits direct measurement of differences in optical
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...... _ ......... _j giving the index of the refraction field directly. This index of
refraction can be easily related to density and in turn, through the gas laws, to
temperature.
The Mach-Zehnder interferometer is often employed in heat transfer and combustion
studies. One of the main advantages of the M-Z system over other interferometers is
the large displacement of the reference beam from the test beam. In this way the
reference beam can pass through a uniform field. In addition, since the test beam
passes through the disturbed region only once, the image is sharp and optical paths can
be clearly defined. Although the M-Z interferometer may be difficult to use in a
Space Station environment, it is highly desirable that its use be developed. Dimen-
sional stability can possibly be achieved by the use of very rigid mounts for the optical
components and mounting the whole system on a rigid optical table.
Figure B-8 is a schematic diagram of a M-Z interferometer. The collimated beam is
divided into two separate beams by beam splitter BS2, the reference beam and the test
beam. They traverse paths that take them to beam splitter BS 3 where they combine
to produce the interference fringes.
The M-Z interferometer is generally operated in two positions:
1. infinite fringe setting
2. reference fringe setting.
In the infinite fringe setting, the rays uniting at BS 3 are coincident. With no
disturbance, the screen will appear either uniformly bright or dark depending upon the
difference between the two paths (O, _, 2 X, etc. for bright, and Z/2, 3 _/2, etc. for
dark). When a disturbance is introduced, the screen will show a succession of dark and
bright bands of contours where the distrubance occurs. Each of these contours is a
locus of constant path difference. While the infinite fringe interferogram gives a
realistic picture of the disturbance, the reference fringe setting is normally used for
quantitative analysis.
In the reference fringe setting, one or two of the plates are rotated a very small angle
from parallel. The two light paths are no longer coincident but intersect. A path
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difference is created, resulting in a series of parallel eveRly spaced bright and dark
bands, in the absence of disturbance. These are called reference fringes and can be
adjusted to any desired spacing and location. When a disturbance is introduced, the
shift of one undisturbed fringe width constitutes a path difference of the reference
fringes (in the undisturbed field). By projecting the fringe pattern on the image plane,
the fringe shift at various positions in the beam can be obtained. This fringe shift is
related to the index of refraction and may be used to evaluate the densities and
temperature of the flame.
3.2 Holography
Holography is essentially a method of recording both the amplitude and phase
information of an object and later reconstructing that information with the aid of a
reference beam. This technique has the foUowing application in combustion studies
(Refs. 6-11):
I. Flow visualization
2. Storing information for later analysis by-
e Holographic Schlieren
• Holographic shadowgraph
• Holographic M-Z interferometer.
3.2.1 Flow YisualizaUoa
A schematic of the holographic recording system is shown in Figure B-9. The
collimated beam transmitted and reflected at BS 1 form the reference and object
beams for the holography. The object beam after reflections from BS1, M2, M3 and
BS 2 pass through the combustion tunnel and to an incidence on the hologram holder,
HH. The reference beam passes through BS 1 and after reflections from M6, M7, M8
and M9 strike the hologram plate at an angle to the object beam. The path lengths of
the object and reference beams are equally matched from BS 1 to the hologram holder
HH. For best results, the object to reference beam ratio should be within the range of
1:4 to 1:10. This can be adjusted by the use of neutral density filters in the object and
reference beam paths.
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The light beam changes its phase when, for example, it passes through a combustion
tunnel flame, since the refractive index varies with temperature and density. Thus, a
hologram can record these phase variations directly, although the phase variation is
not normally visible, and cannot be photographed unless the phase variation is first
turned into an intensity variation in some kind of interferometer. This can be
performed by recording a second hologram of the phase distribution on the same plate
as the first (double exposure hologram). The wavefronts reconstructed by each
hologram will each carry the appropriate phase variation, and the two wavefronts will
be in a condition to interfere, giving a visible pattern (flow visualization) which
represents the difference in the phase variation.
If a turbulent flame is being diagnosed, then we can actually map out the contours of
the refractive index of this flame with double pulsed holography. The exposure time
will be of the order of a few nanoseconds or picoseconds with a few nanoseconds delay
between the exposures. Exposure time of the order of nanoseconds wilt help to arrest
the motion of any optical components or the flames.
High resolution photographic films or plates, with fine silver-hallde dispersed in
gelatin, are often used to produce holograms. Several appropriate holographic plates
and films are readily available, and the selection may be made depending on the power
of the laser and its wavelength in use.
Holograms taken during the experiment may be processed either on earth or on the
Space Station. If it is ultimately determined that a holographic system should be
developed for use with the combustion tunnel, it may be necessary to process and
analyse the data in a ground-based facility. This would, of course, be done to provide
the most extensive and detailed analysis of the data and would minimize the
involvement of Space Station specialists on orbit.
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It is also possible to process the recorded holograms on the SS, but there are a number
of serious disadvantages to this process. For example, the following functions would
have to be provided:
1. Use of physical space and equipment for developing the holographic film.
2. Storage and disposal of photographic chemicals.
3. A hologram reconstruction facility would have to be provided. The
holographic recording equipment may be used as a reconstruction facility,
but this would restrict the use of the laser diagnostics system for other
experiments.
4. More demands would be placed on the time and skill levels of the SS crew.
Recent studies show the successful use of photopolymers as hologram recording
materials for real time analysis. Honeywen, Inc. has developed an instant hologram
recording device I using photopolymers as the recording material with 10 seconds
developing time. The application of photopolymers for the combustion flame studies
may be investigated further at the technology development stage.
Another important feature of the holographic system is its ability to store the
information for later analysis by the following techniques. These techniques will yield
the same information as that of the classical optical systems.
1. Holographic Schlieren
2. Holographic Shadowgraph
3. Holographic M-Z Interferometer.
3.2.2 Holographic Sehlierea
A schematic of the holographic Schlieren is shown in Figure B-10. A hologram of the
combustion flame taken using the setup given in Figure B-9 is processed and replaced
back into the hologram plate holder for reconstruction. The reference beam with
maximum intensity is allowed to faU on the hologram. The hologram reconstructs a
wavefront identical to the wavefront which passes through the flame at the time of
recording. This reconstructed wavefront is in a static state. Deflection in the beam
path is directed by mirror M 5 into the appropriate imaging system.
1These recording devices may be obtained from Newport Corporation, Fountain Valley,
CA, 1983-84 Catalog (2rid Edit.).
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3.2.3 Holographic Shadowgraph
A schematic of the holographic shadowgraph is shown in Figure B-11. This system
uses the same reconstruction beam as does the holographic Schlieren. The wavefront
reconstructed by the hologram is directed by the mirror M 5 through the optical axis of
the common imaging system, and a shadow image in the light beam is formed on the
screen.
3.2.4 Holographic M-7. Interferometer
A schematic of the holographic M-Z interferometer is shown in Figure B-12. The
reference beam reconstructs the wavefront identical to the wavefront which passes
through the combustion tunnel at the time of recording, forming the object beam arm
of the interferometer. The reflected beam from BS 1 after reflections from M 2, M 3
and M 4 form the other arm of the interferometer. These beams recombine at BS 3 and
form a unique high performance system. The measurement taken from this inter-
ferometer is related to the index of refraction and may be used to evaluate the
densities and temperature of the flame.
3.3 Laser Do_ler Veloeimetry (LDV)
Laser Doppler velocimetry has been used extensively for making measurements in
flames under laboratory and industrial conditions, in gases, Liquid fuel, and solid
partical flames (Refs 12-15). Measurements have been made in both laminar and
turbulent diffusion flames and industrial burner flames, etc. Velocities as low as a few
micrometers per second to several hundred meters per second can be measured by this
technique. Studies also have been reported about the extensive use of LDV with
special application to various combustion flames.
The question of selecting between forward and back scattering systems is generally
dictated by the degree of access to the combustion system. If clear access to the
combustion chamber is possible, a forward scattering system may be selected. A
schematic of the forward scattering LDV system is shown in Figure B-13. The
arrangement shown here is the most common technique in LDV and has the advantages
of easy alignment and flexibility.
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The system consists of the following components:
High powered argon ion laser
Collimating optics
Prism beam splitter
Acousto-optic cell
Beam focusing optics
Beam receiving optics
Photodetector
Signal processor
Data processor.
It has been reported in the literature that laser powers as low as 0.2 mW would be
sufficient to make measurements in forward scatter; however, use of laser powers less
than 100 mW has led to significant difficulties in making measurements in combustion
systems. An argon ion laser of 1-watt power output in all lines would be sufficient for
both LDV and other interferometric and holographic systems. This laser beam is
incident on a collimator unit (e.g., TSI model 9108) which is used to control the beam
divergence. This control is necessary to assure that the beam crossing point and the
waist of the focused laser beams are at the same place. Proper crossing and focusing
assures that the fringes are parallel and enhance the overall signal-to-noise ratio of
the entire measurement system.
The prism beam splitter has a prism which splits the incoming laser beam into two
parallel beams. The two beams are of equal intensity with equal optical path lengths
for each beam. The acousto-optic (A-O) frequency shifter gives a linear shift of the
frequency versus velocity calibrations of a laser Doppler velocimeter (see Section 3.6
for a discussion of the A-O cell). This permits measurements through zero velocity,
allowing the LDV to make accurate measurements where the flow direction reverses.
An adjustable mirror M12 permits the angular offset introduced by the Braggcells to
be corrected and insure that beam intersection after the transmitting lens L4 occurs
at the beam waists. The beam focusing and receiving optics are of 150 mm and 50 mm
focal lengths respectively with antireflection coating on both sides. The photo
detector is an RCA type 4526 photo multiplier tube with quantum efficiency of 22
percent at 500 nm. The TSI model number 1990 C signal processor processes the
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photodetector signs/ to give a binary digits/output or an ans/og voltage proportions/
to the velocity of the particle causing the Doppler burst. Digits/ data interfaces
connect the signs/processors with common computers for data analysis.
A knowledge of the details of the application is necessary before one can choose the
correct signs/processor. For example, TSI model 1990 C signs/processor is applicable
to a wide variety of flows, but requires a good signs/-to-noise ratio from the
photodetector. This signs/ processor also finds applications in wind tunnels, water
channels, exhaust gas research, heat exchanger studies, etc.
In LDV, the data may be improved by adding appropriate seed particles to the flow.
Strehlow (Ref. 16) has used a fluidized bed and settling tube technique to seed the gas
flow. However, this system is not a viable system under low gravity conditions since it
relies on gravity to develop a seeded gas flow. For low gravity conditions, Strehlow
suggested a modified system in which the tube is rotated at such a velocity that the
fluidized bed at the terminus of the tube experiences essentially a gravitations/ force
equivs/ent to that on earth.
The combustion tunnel is fitted with three sets of optics/glass windows for viewing
the combustion flames, with one set of windows earmarked solely for LDV. Depending
upon the design of the combustion tunnel, it may or may not become necessary to fold
the optics/ system without any basic design change. The LDV measurement can be
performed simultaneously in a single run along with other experiments.
3.4 Laser Z_t_ed ]?)uores_moe(LXF)
Laser induced fluorescence is a powerful technique for the accurate measurement of
combustion flame radical species (Eef. 17-21). In this technique, a laser is tuned so
that its frequency matches that of an absorption line of some atom or molecule of
interest. The absorption of the laser photons by this species produces an electronically
excited state which then radiates. This radiation (fluorescent emission) is detected
using a filter (monoehromator) followed by a photomultiplier.
The experiments/configuration for the LIF studies is shown in Figure B-14. The laser
beam is focused into the flame through the Sehlieren windows of the combustion
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tunnel. The fluorescence emitted at a right ang!e to tho beam d.._t_v,, is focused
through a filter into a photoelectric detector, oscilloscope and the chart recorder.
The detector and the filter may be chosen so that fluorescence from any excited level
can be detected.
If a particular species is of interest, a single frequency laser may be used if its
frequency happens to coincide with that of the absorption line of the species, but a
tunable laser is more versatile. It permits the performance of experiments on
different species. Both continuous wave (CW) and pulsed lasers can be used for the
LIF measurements. Continuous wave lasers have the advantage of more stable output
amplitude while pulsed lasers have higher peak powers, and thus higher instantaneous
signal levels and is possible to use for a variety of non-linear processes including
frequency doubling and shifting methods. A Nd:YAG laser-pumped, tunable dye laser
is an ideal choice for the LIF measurements. The Nd:YAG laser operating at 10.64
/J m is frequency doubled to 532 rim. This green laser beam is used as the pump source
for the tunable dye laser. Suitable laser dyes are used for the selection of various
frequencies required for the excitation of the various species of interest.
The average spectral energy density required for the operation is nearly 2-4 mJ/cm 2.
The spectra physics Nd:YAG DCR-II and DCR-II pumped dye laser shown in Table B-1
provides an output of 100 mJ/cm 2 at 360 nm which can be used for most of the IXF
measurements. The coherent CR-599 can also be used as a continuous wave laser in
the wavelength range 360-950 rim.
The experiment setup for the measurement of the OH--species concentration in the
combustion flame is as shown in Figure B-14. The OH--molecule has been the most
commonly studied combustion species using LIF because it is an intermediate species
in the chemistry of nearly every flame and the availability of convenient UV lasers to
excite it. For many of the other species which are of interest, further research needs
to be performed in order to establish a firm spectroscopic data base for the
quantitative analysis of LIF data.
The dye laser, after reflections from beam turning optics, TBS1, TM 7 and TM8, is
focused to the center of the combustion tunnel by the focusing lens L6. The
combustion tunnel, designed by Wyle, can be used for the study of combustion and
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flame spread of burning materials in the presence of low velocity convection under
microgravity conditions. The UV laser light for the fluorescence excitation of the OH
molecule is provided by the dye laser. Fluorescence radiation from the OH molecules
that are present is gathered at right angles to the laser beam by the beam collecting
lens L7 onto the detector. The detector consists of a monoehromator and a
photomultiplier tube, where the monochromator is used as a broad band-pass filter.
The output terminals of the photomultipl/er is displayed on an oscilloscope, where the
results are based on the fluorescence signal which indicates the OH species
concentration.
As the material's burning progresses, the flame position changes and it becomes
important to refocus the laser accordingly. The flame can be brought back to the
laser focusing position either by mechanical means or by refocusing the laser to the
center of the displaced flame by means of acousto-optic (A-O) beam deflectors. A-O
beam deflectors are precision beam deflecting devices that operate by varying the
frequency of the sound wave. A sound wave is passed through a liquid or solid medium
and the acoustic pressure waves interact with the laser light travelling orthogonal to
the sound wave. The pressure variations form a diffraction grating that varies in
refractive index with the local pressure and thus diffracts the light beam as it exits
the cell. In Bragg diffraction devices, diffraction takes place only in one principal
order. This diffracted beam, deflected in proportion to the frequency of the sound
wave, is focus_ by the focusing lens. The scanning area is limited by the frequency
range of the deflector and the physical size of the tunnel window.
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4.0 GROUND-BASED SYSTEM FOR CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
The laser diagnostics systems described in Section 3 are considered to be possible in
principle, but the technology has to be developed in a ground-based ,roreedboard.
system. A breadboard system may be used for the evaluation of various data
acquisition and analysis options, hardware development, and may also be used as a
ground-based laboratory for the analysis of the data ultimately obtained from the
Space Station.
The various optical components required for the laser diagnositics system for a
ground-based breadboard system are given in Table B-2. This preliminary listing will
provide an idea of the electrical power requirements, system weight, physical
dimensions and approximate cost, etc., in establishing a ground-based breadboard
system. A brief description of all the major components is provided in the following
subsections.
4.1 Optional Table
The basic function of an optical table is to provide the stable base required for optical
and laser system development. For applications involving optical interferometry and
holography a great deal of stability is required. Thus the optical table must provide a
firm, reliable, vibration-free surface isolated from external disturbances. Since
optical tables are heavy, thick and require pneumatic vibration isolation systems,
special thin optical tables (51 mm (2 in.) thick) are recommended for this design. In
comparison with optical tables, they are exceptionally rigid, stiff and internally
damped. They are useful in applications requiring smaller sizes and should not be used
in cases requiring large components.
The thin optical table described herein has the overall dimensions of 914 mm by 610
mm by 51ram (3 ft by 2 ft by 0.2 ft) mounted on 510 mm (1.7 ft) high mounting poles
and will provide the space required to mount a maximum of 254 mm (10 in.) diameter
combustion tunnel and its associated optical diagnostics systems on the table top. The
lasers and other turning optics are mounted underneath the table (Figure B-2) to
provide more working space on the table.
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4.2 Lasers
Classical optics, holography and laser Doppler velocimetry require a stable medium
power gas laser operating in the visible region, whereas, laser induced fluorescence
studies require a tunable dye laser having wavelength extending from ultraviolet to
infrared regions. The following two lasers are identified
research.
1.
2.
for the ground-based
Argon Ion Laser, Innova 70-2 from Coherent
Nd: YAG Laser DCR-2 and Nd: YAG Pumped Pulsed Dye Laser PDL-2
from Spectra Physics.
4.3 Beam Turning Optics
The suggested beam turning optics are all high reflection aluminum coated mirrors of
the following specifications:
Beam turning mirrors (TM1-TM s) diameter:
System mirrors (M1-M13) diameter:
Surface accuracy:
Surface coating:
25.4 mm (1 in)
50.8 mm (2 in)
k/20
Aluminum
Aluminum is the most widely used metal coating for high reflections (above 90%)
throughout the near ultraviolet, visible and near infrared regions of the spectrum
which is of interest. These mirrors are mounted on precision translation and rotational
stages for accurate positioning of the beam.
4,4 Beam Steering Units
The beam steering instruments are premier devices for adjusting the elevation and
azimuth angle of laser beams. They feature independent coarse and fine eontrol over
the entrance angle. The lower mirror is pivoted to the desired angle using a pin that
protrudes horizontaUy from the mirror support. The upper mirror holder can be
pivoted over a 360-degree range with a hand sized knob or over a 15-degree range with
a vernier micrometer which reads out directly in units of 20 arc-see. Another
micrometer controls the elevation exit angle over a range from +7 degrees to -20
degrees. The elevation of the mirrors ean be controlled individually using a rack and
pinion drive mechanism.
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4.5 Beam SDlittin_ Optics
These are all high quality polished optical blanks partially coated with aluminum for
the desired transmittance and reflectance ratio.
Beam turning beam splitters (TBS1, TBS 2) diameter:
System beam splitters (BS1, BS2, BS3) diameter:
Transmittance/Reflectance:
Surface accuracy:
Coating:
25.4 mm (1 in)
50.8 (2 in)
50/50)
k/20
Aluminum
These beam splitters are broadband anti-reflection (AR) coated on one side and the
other side is left uncoated. AR coatings are commonly used to increase the efficiency
of transmitting optics and to reduce the intensity of unwanted surface reflections.
These beamsplitters are mounted on precision translation and rotational stages for
accurate positioning of the beam.
i 4.6 Electronic Shutter System
The electronic shutter system is essential for the controlled exposure of the
I holographic film for double exposure and pulsed holography. The system (e.g., NRC
model No. 880) consists of a photosensor, an electronic shutter and a controller
i console and has four operational modes. Laser power meter, laser energy meter, times
shutter controller and automatic shutter controller.
I 4.Y Holographic Plate Holder
I
I
I
The holographic plate holder (e.g., NRC model No. 520) is designed to hold a wide
range of film plates from 25.4 mm (1 in.) square to 102 mm by 127 mm (4 in. by 5 in.)
plates. For precise micropositioning of the film plate, this holder is mounted on the
model 525A 2-axis micropositioning base with a total translation range of 500 /_m in
both the X and Y axis.
I
I
I
I
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4.8 Holo_hie Plates
Holography requires high resolution recording materials with spatial resolutions on the
order of several thousand lines per millimeter (2000 to 3000 lines/ram). Even though
several hologram recording materials are available in the market, silver halide
emulsion is most commonly being used for hologram recording applications because of
its high resolution, moderate exposure, wide spectral sensitivity, etc. This high
resolution decreases the photographic speed, but with a high-powered laser source, this
reduction in speed can easily be overcome.
4.9 Other Optical Di_nosties Equipment
For a detailed discussion of the laser Doppler veloeimetry and laser induced fluor-
escence systems, refer to the measurement section (Sections 3.3 and 3.4).
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5-0 TECH_NO_Y DEVELOPMENT _m-QL_.F._ n
The various laser diagnostics system as described conceptually in Section 3.1 can
provide valuable measurements of many parameters of interest relevant to combustion
flames. These experimental systems are possible in principle, but the techniques of
data acquisition and analysis needs to be developed for the precise measurement of
these parameters. Moreover, these techniques are to be applied under microgravity
conditions. Thus, it is important to establish a ground--based breadboard laser
diagnostics system to develop the experiments and the system hardware for the Space
Station research. This ground-based system could later be used for the analysis of
data eonected from the Space Station experiments.
Areas identified for further technology development activities include the fonowing:
1. Doppler/Sehlieren technique for the measurement of the velocity
particles and flames.
o
3.
4.
5.
o
of
Use of fiber optics to simplify the system.
Holography: real-time analysis and temperature profile measurement.
M-Z interferometer: temperature profile measurement.
Laser Doppler Velocimetry: low velocity particle measurements, particle
seeding, etc.
Laser Induced Fluoreseenss: species concentration measurements of
various combustion flames.
7. Use of laser for the ignition of the fuel materials.
Each of the technology development areas is discussed further in the
paragraphs.
following
Sehwar and Weinberg (Ref. 4) demonstrated that velocity measurements may be
obtained by combining the Doppler principle with the Sehlieren method. They tested
this method experimentally in several forms, on a wide variety of experimental
objects. These included moving gratings (radially ruled, 5600 Lines rotated at speeds
up to about 600 rpm, mean track diameter of about 10 era), ultrasonic beams
generated by a quartz crystal transducer, and flames (burner stabilized and made to
move across the test space by a mechanical device). The range of velocities covered
by these experiments extended from a few centimeters per second to the speed of
sound.
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Wyle has found no recent references to indicate that this subject has been developed
further. Since the suggested laser diagnostics system contains a classical optical
system with Schlieren, this problem would be studied with minimal additional capital
investment. The advantage of this technique is that if the technique can be
satisfactorily demonstrated for the combustion diagnostics in a breadboard system, the
LDV system may be eliminated completely.
The use of fiber optics to simplify and enhance such a complex system is very
compelling. However, there are a number of limitations in the current teehnology of
fiber optics whieh need to be studied. In a M-Z interferometric system, where the
beam collimation is of paramount importance, fiber optics is not normally used since
the fragile nature of the fiber is likely to change the collimation of the beam. In
addition, some of the following difficulties arise when using fiber optics in holography:
1. Changes in the polarization state occur in the fiber which may lead to a
reduction in fringe visibility 2.
2. The power that can be satisfactorily transmitted by the fiber is limited.
3. Thermally induced phase shifts in the fibers blur the fringes during
exposures.
These difficulties may be resolved as the fiber optics technology continues to develop.
If the applieability of fiber optics in this system can be established, it would certainly
simplify the system.
Interferometry and holography does not measure temperature directly, but provides
the refractive index distributions. It is possible to deduce the temperature profiles
from the refractive index distributions; however, a considerable effort is needed in the
data acquisition and analysis of a complete data base.
Laser Doppler velocimetry may be used for the measurement of the velocity of
particles and flame. In principle, it is possible to measure the velocity as small as
micrometers per see, but practically is it very difficult to achieve. Further effort is
needed to establish the smallest velocity that could be measured and the seeding
mechanism.
2
Single mode polarization-preserving fibers are available for NIR wavelengths.
Special fibers for the visible region needs to be developed. The use of polarization-
preserving fibers requires proper alignment, together with good linear polarization of
the source.
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Laser induced fluorescence is a very preei.qe inv_..qti_flnce f_hn;_,,_ ¢_e +t_
............. o .... o ........ _,,,, ,,.,, .,,_ measure-
ment of species concentration in flames. There are wen established procedures for
the measurement of OH species concentration in combustion flames in ground-based
laberatories. For many of the other species which are of interest, further research
needs to be performed in order to estab/ish a firm spectroscopic data base for the
quantitative anatysis of LIF data. These experiments need to be performed on the
f/ames produced by the various materials and gases that would be investigated on the
Space Station.
An entirely non-diagnostics application of lasers is the possibility of using focused
laser beams to ignite the fuel materials in the chamber. As a method of achieving
point ignition, the technique appears to offer a number of considerable advantages:
The energy release occurs in an exceedingly short time (of the order of nanoseconds),
over a very small volume, and is not associated with the proximity of electrode
surfaces. It may be investigated further for use in the combustion tunnel and for other
applications.
Each of the technology development areas previously discussed represent potential
topics which will require further investigation, concurrent with the ground-based
breadboard development task (Phase B). Cost estimates for these discrete technology
development activities were not made.
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6.0 GROUND-BASED SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PLAN
The ground-based breadboard system development plan is broadly classified into four
phases, A through D, and is projected as shown in Figure B-15. The concept design of
the laser diagnostics system (Phase A) has been completed. Phases B includes the
development of a breadboard system for the technology development and ground-based
research. A brief discussion on the technology development activities is described in
Section 5.
A detailed approach of Phase B given in Figure B-16 provides an estimate of the
manhour requirements in developing the breadboard system and Table B-3 gives an
estimate of the off-the-shelf equipment items required for the system development.
The system may also be developed in two phases as mentioned in Table B-3. It is
suggested that the complete system be flight tested in a low gravity environment by
using KC-135 low gravity simulation aircraft. It may be mentioned here that the use
of M-Z interferometry and holography in a low gravity environment has already been
established (Ref. 22) and may not require any rigorous testing.
The final design (Phase C) would incorporate the results of the technology develop-
ment activities and Phase D would be the development of the flight hardware for the
Space Station. An estimate of two years would be required for the completion of
these two phases.
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TABLE B-3.
AN APPROXIMATE COST ESTIMATE OF A GROUND-BASED SYSTEM
le
o
3.
4.
Lasers
(Argon-ion, Nd: YAG and
Nd: YAG pumped dye laser)
Data Analyzer System for LIF
Data Analyzer for LDV
Optics
$ 78,800
52,000
24,500
31t700
$187,000
This system may also be developed in two phases:
Phase h Development of interferometry, holography and LDV.
Estimated off-the-shelf equipment cost:
Argon-ion Laser
LDV
Optics
Phase Ih Addition of LIF System.
Estimated cost:
Dye Lasers
LIF
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$ 13,200
24,500
31t700
$ 69,400
$ 65,600
52r000
$117,600
7.0 CONCLUSIONS
The concept design of a laser diagnostics system for the measurement of various
parameters relevant to combustion flames in microgravity has been outlined in this
report. The design consists of two separate systems (I and ]I): System I is the most
complex of the two systems and includes the use of an interferometric system. As
described herein, System I would be a very versatlie system where all the desired
measurements could be carried out in real-time. A reduction in the complexity of the
system without loss of measurement flexibility may be carried out during the
technology development stage.
In System II, the interferometric system is completely eliminated as compared to
System I. Because of this, the real-time measurement of the temperature profiles and
flame propagation may be difficult to achieve. Otherwise, both Systems I and II have
the same characteristics. In comparison to System I, System II is much less complex
and would not be difficult to accommodate in the Space Station.
The various components required for the establishment of a ground-based breadboard
system were identified. This provided a preliminary estimate of the electric power
requirements, weight, physical dimensions and costs required for the establishment of
such a system. Some areas are identified which require extensive technology
development in a ground-based breadboard system.
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CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
OF AN ADVANCED MODULAR FURNACE
1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
One of the more promising areas concerning the utilization of the low gravity
environment for research and potential commercialization deals with the study of the
solidification process for various metals and alloys and the potential production in
space of electronic materials. This area is presently being pursued onboard the Space
Shuttle. However, the Space Station will provide a more appropriate environment for
the continuation of such research and the eventual commercialization of material
production. In order to pursue this work on the Space Station, new furnaces must be
developed with capabilities that exceed our present furnaces.
The Electronic Materials Science Discipline Working Group for Microgravity Science
and Applications identified the need for a modular furnace allowing rapid and easy
reconfiguration for several different types of directional solidification experiments.
An early definition of furnace requirements along with some operational parameters
were presented in an earlier report by Wyle to LeRC (see ref. 1). The rapid turnaround
time generated by this type of furnace is representative of the "GAS-can" approach
that should be used by experiment designers wishing to utilize the Space Station.
Wyle has developed a conceptual design of an Advanced Modular Furnace (AMF). The
intent of this report is to provide a set of concept ideas and identify design issues for a
Space Station-based AMF. The AMF will allow reconfiguration for the following types
of solidification experiments:
• Float Zone Solidification
• High Temperature Isothermal Solidification
• Crystal Growth (nonmetallic)
• Directional Solidification (metallic)
Technological developments required for the AMF are discussed in section 6.0, and an
Engineering Development Plan for the AMF is presented in section 7.0.
2.0 OBJECTIVES
The primary objective of the Advanced Modular Furnace (AMF) concept is to provide a
family of flight furnaces that have advanced operational capabilities and are designed
in subsystem and system modules for easy reconfigurability. In the Space Station time
frame, it will be necessary to have furnaces with the capabilities of processing
samples from 2.0 cm to 10.0 cm in diameter at temperatures from 200°C to 2200°C
(ref. 1 and 2). These furnaces must be configured for isothermal, gradient, and
directional solidification modes with the capability of tailoring the thermal profiles in
the sample and producing cooling conditions from slow, controlled rates to sample
quench.
The design approach is to define the complete furnace system in terms of modules so
that each furnace can be configured for a given set of compatible requirements by
selecting and integrating the proper combination of modules. This allows one to
establish the basis for a family of furnaces without the complexity and difficulty of
attempting to develop only one furnace configuration that will satisfy a large number
of users. The modular approach used in the AMF will be primarily at the subsystem
level, i.e., modules to configure different operational types of furnaces. However, it
is anticipated that this approach to modularity will eventually be expanded to the
system level, i.e., reconfigurability from one type of experiment apparatus to another.
In addition to the primary objective of the AIVIF concept as described, it is important
that the AMF support certain furnace technology development objectives. NASA's
present furnace systems are not only few in number but are based, in most cases, on
outdated technology since their development base is the pre-Space Shuttle era. It is
important that new hardware take full advantage of past lessons learned, improve-
ments in materials and electronics, and aim beyond immediate needs to include
requirements for the Space Station era. Supporting objectives of the AIVIF in the
technology development area therefore include
• Advancement of high temperature processing furnace technology to sup-
port the development of future materials processing apparatus.
• Development of rapid sample exchange concepts leading ultimately to
autonomous, fully automatic materials processing systems.
• Development of subsystem modules demonstrating the ability to easily
reconfigure furnaces to meet given sets of operational requirements.
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Demonstration of capability to process toxic samples in a manned environ-
ment. The need for this capability is discussed further in section 6.0.
3.0 METHODOLOGY
Continuous research in materials processing aboard the Space Station will require
flexible, reeonfigurable furnace systems that produce, for each sample material, a
specifically required thermal environment. The operational requirements are achieved
by appropriate design sensitivity in the materials selection, thermal modeling, and
assembly and test of an engineering breadboard. However, to address the requirement
for flexibility and reeonfigurability, one must take a modular approach in the system
engineering for each element of the various furnace systems required. Taking this
approach, the AMF can be described through four major modular elements: i) furnace
assembly, 2) mechanical drive subsystem, 3) fluids subsystem, and 4) experiment
control and data acquisition (ECDA) subsystem. The concept for these major modules
is shown in Figure C-I. The furnace assembly, shown in Figure C-2, consists of the
following:
,
i
I
I
I
I
i
Furnace housing and cooling
Insulation module
Heater core module
Cold block module
Quench block module
Thermal leveler
Cold end temperature control module
The mechanical drive subsystem, shown in Figure C-3, is comprised of the following:
• Furnace drive
• Quench drive
• Sample insertion/retrieval
• Sample selection
The fluids subsystem, shown in Figure C-4, consists of the following:.
i
!
!
Coolant circulation system
Coolant storage system
C-3
Furnace environment
Sample processing environment
The experiment control and data acquisition subsystem, shown in Figures C-Sa and b,
is comprised of the following:
• Thermal control system
• Mechanical drive control system
• Fluids control system
• Data acquisition
By satisfying the operational requirements for the Space Station through the design of
compatible modules, one can expect to achieve the flexibility and reconfigurability
necessary to support long-term research aboard the Station. The mix-and-match
modularity of the AMF is shown in Figure C-6.
4.0 REQUIREMF._TS ANALYSIS
Operational parameters for the Space Station-based Advanced Modular Furnace (AMF)
have been established previously for various furnace configurations (ref. 1). These
parameters, in conjunction with design constraints due to placement of this facility on
the Space Station, have generated the design concepts presented herein. These opera-
tional parameters for two configurations of the AMF are shown in Table C-1 for
comparison with the capabilities of the existing ADSF-ll and the AADSF, which is
under development, and the requirements for a current furnace under development--
the Multiple Experiment Processing Furnace (MEPF).
The values of the parameters for the two AMF configurations shown in Table C-1 are
not to be considered as the only values possible on the AMF. Other furnace
configurations will be possible as a function of user requirements to be determined as
the AMF progresses through development to fully utilize the modularity of the system.
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5.0 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
The Advanced Modular Furnace (AMF), in keeping with the "GAS-can" concept of
quick turnaround, will be designed to consist of four major modular elements. These
are the following:
• Furnace assembly
• Mechanical drive subsystem
• Fluids subsystem
• Equipment control and data acquisition subsystem
The furnace will be designed so that each of these four elements can be easily
reconfigured for a specific application. In the following sections, each of these
elements will be discussed individually.
5.1 l_maee Assembly
To maintain the desired modularity of the AMF, the furnace assembly will consist of
the following elements:
• Furnace housing and cooling assembly
• Insulationmodule
• Heater core module
• Cold block module
• Quench block module
• Cold end temperature control module
• Thermal leveler
Except for the furnace housing and cooling assembly, which will be common to all
furnace configurations, each of these elements will be designed for quick changeout
and/or replacement, as briefly described in the following sections.
5.1.1 Furnace Housing and Cooling
This will consist of a water-cooled outer shell with common power, thermocouple, and
coolant connections which will ease furnace reconfiguration. Specific dimensions have
not yet been determined.
C-13
5.1.2 Insulation Module
The insulation design will accommodate a heater module up to 7.6 cm in diameter and
with operating temperatures up to 1600°C inside the module. The end plates and
outside shell of the insulation will be water cooled.
5.1.3 Heater Core Module
This assembly consists of the heater element(s), adiabatic zone, cold-end heat
extraction/control, and support structure necessary to provide the required thermal
profile in the sample. Configurations will include isothermal, gradient, directional
solidification, quench, and gradient control, i.e., position and level. This module will
be easily removable and may be provided by the user along with his specimen.
The AMF will have four basic configurations. These are the following:
High temperature isothermal solidification
Float zone solidification
Directional solidification
Crystal growth (nonmetallic)
Based on current practice, heating elements will probably consist of platinum/rhodium
or tungsten/rhenium resistance heating wires wound around a ceramic core into which
the sample cartridge is placed. Depending upon the configuration, a heater element
might require up to four separate windings placed sequentially. Each of these would
require separate controllers, and each should have at least two thermocouples for
control feedback.
Development of these modules will require extensive thermal analysis. This will
include selection of materials for sample, crucible, heater module, insulation, and
design of all these, including the cold block module so that an accurate thermal profile
in the sample can be determined. By varying these materials and designs in the
thermal analysis, the most efficient furnace assembly for each of the four basic
configurations can be achieved.
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5.1.4 Gold Block Module
This assembly consists of a water-cooled copper chili block which acts as a heat sink
and is located on the trailing end of the heater core module to effect directional
solidification. The design of this module, if used, is to be determined by individual
user requirements.
5.1.5 Quench Block Module
This assembly consists of a water or gas spray which actually quenches the sample
during solidification. It, if used, would be located behind the cold block module on the
trailing edge of the heater core module. The actual design of this module, as wen as
specification of the quench medium, is again to be determined by individual user
requirements.
5.1.6 Thermal Leveler and Cold End Temperature Control Module
The cold end temperature control module is similar to the cold block module; however,
it will also have a built-in heater so that the thermal gradient in a directionally
solidifying sample can be altered without changing the melt temperature. This
module, when used with the thermal leveler, will also allow for precise placement of
the melt interface in a sample as well as control of the interface shape. Its design, if
used, could also be altered somewhat based on individual user requirements.
5.2 Meelmnieal Drive Subsystem
As shown in Figure C-3, the AMF will actually have two mechanics1 furnace drives,
one for slow translation of the furnace to effect directional solidification and a second
for rapid translation of the furnace to effect high speed translation in the quench
mode. The most distinguishing feature of this concept is the technique employed for
achieving both slow and rapid translation using independent drive systems.
Both drives will use eomputer-controUed microstep motors. The advantage of using a
mierostep motor for the drives is the capability to preprogram acceleration, velocity,
and position profiles for each furnace configuration as a function of time. In effect,
this capability enables the drive motor to function both as a translator and as a brake
although each drive wiU also have an independent braking system.
C-15
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The quench drive is anchored between the middle drive plate (which in turn is driven
by the furnace drive system) and the base furnace support plate. The middle drive
plate is connected to the furnace through the quench drive head screw. This
arrangement eliminates any need to adjust the quench drive to compensate for normal
furnace translation while simultaneusly providing a capability to rapidly accelerate the
furnace relative to the main furnace drive.
I
I
I
In addition to the two furnace drives, there wRI be separate drive systems for sample
insertion/retrievaland rotation of the sample storage carousel. These also will be
driven by computer-controUed microstep motors. Capture of samples by the retriever
willbe activated by a lock mechanism at the end of the retriever, which win allow the
sample to be pulled into the furnace for processing and subsequently placed back into
the sample storage carousel.
5.3 Fluids Subsystem
This system consists of all Lines, tubing, valves, pumps, reservoirs, and heat exchangers
used to remove heat from the cold end of the sample. In addition, vent lines for steam
generated in the quench mode will be provided. Flow switches will be located
throughout the system to initiate power shutdown if coolant flow should stop for some
reason. Connections will be common so that each heater module installed can be
quickly equipped with cooling capabilities.
I
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In addition, both the furnace and sample processing environment will be eontroUed and
monitored by this system. The furnace environment wR1 consist of either air, or inert
gas, or vacuum, while the sample processing environment could consist of the above
gases or a number of others, depending upon user requirements.
I
5.4 RxDeqment Control and Data Acquisition (ECDA)
The ECDA willbe a digitalsystem easily reconfigurable with both software changes i
and plug-in board replacement or addition. R willbe a personal computer-compatible
system and contain sufficient storage for all housekeeping data as wen as up to six I
thermocouples in the sample. It will not only control the normal experiment functions
m
(thermal, mechanical drive, and fluids control) but win also provide for Peltier pulsing
min the sample if individual users require it.
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6.0 _CH_OI_,_GY DEI,_LOPMRNT
The Advanced Modular Furnace is being conceptually designed to support a number of
crystal growth and solidification experiments by reconfiguring the furnace through
replacing modules. This approach, in concert with requirements for a wide range of
temperatures (200°C to 2200°C), larger numbers of samples (10 to 100), and quench,
will require technology development in several areas. These include (1) materials
utilization, 2) furnace design, 3) mechanical drive system, and 4) sample insertion/
retrieval system.
6.1 Materials Utilization
The types of requirements being defined by the discipline working groups for future
space experimentation call for operational temperatures and cooling rates that present
problems for the types of materials presently used in furnace development and sample
encapsulation. This suggests that materials for items such as heater windings, heater
cores, insulation systems, and sample crucibles must be selected to withstand the
hostile environment of higher temperatures and more rapid cooling rates. Not only
will the material for the wire and core for the traditional wound resistance heating
element need to be upgraded, it may also be prudent to evaluate solid heater elements
such as machined graphite.
Quench rates of several hundred degrees centigrade per minute and greater wil/cause
additional material problems with the present sample crucibles. Many of the presently
used materials, such as graphite, win not take this thermal shock and will shatter.
This is not a problem in normal gravity; however, different materials will be required
for sample containment in microgravity. Also, many samples will need to be
instrumented for temperature measurements. Therefore, smaller thermocouples,
compatible with the sample melt, will be required.
6.9. Furnace Design
Based on available technology, most current directional solidification furnaces are
somewhat outdated. Hence, there are a number of elements that should be pursued as
part of a technology development program culminating in concept verification through
test. Some of these elements are discussed further in the next few paragraphs.
C-17
The most complex furnace available today offers three separate heaters (main, trim,
and cold block heater). Allowing for multizone heaters while maintaining the high
level of modularity desired poses a challenge to engineers and scientists who wish to
accurately control melt temperature profiles and thermal gradients in the sample.
This can also be accomplished through better adiabatic barrier design to achieve more
ideal adiabatic conditions.
Most of the current directional solidification furnaces do not utilize any type of cold
end thermal control. This feature, if developed, allows very precise solidification
front positioning and gradient control as well as control of interface shape.
Other areas of furnace design that require further technological development include
design of insulation assemblies for maximum thermal efficiency, cold block design to
effect clesed-loop gradient control, quench block design to achieve effective sample
quenching, development of magnetic damping and Peltier pulsing techniques, and
development of high-temperature (greater than or equal to 1600°C) heat pipes.
6.3 Mechanical Drive
The drive system necessary for directional solidification should have a large opera-
tional range and impart no unwanted effects on the growing material. Many systems
to date employ linear motors driving through gear trains. These systems require motor
and/or gear assembly changes in order to provide the desired operational range.
Development work utilizing digitally controlled motors should be undertaken to verify
their range of usefulness in directionally solidified materials.
6.4 SamDle Insertion/Retrieval
The need exists to operate furnaces in modes ranging from semiautomatic (i.e., one
sample at a time manually positioned and automatically processed) to fully automatic
(i.e., samples automatically positioned, processed, and retrieved). An automatic
sample insertion/retrieval system should be developed such that one basic design
allows both the semiautomatic and fully automatic modes to be employed without
redesign.
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6.5 _,_'ov_sions for Toxic Samples
It will sometimes be desirable to process toxic samples in the AMF (directionally
solidifiedNi-C eutectic alloys,for example). Design of the AMF must take this into
account, and the technology must be developed to allow processing of these samples in
a low-g environment. This development could range from venting the furnace
cannister outside the spacecraft to design of sealed sample cartridges.
7.0 AMF DEVELOPMENT PLAN
The objective of this section is to provide a preliminary development plan for the
AMF. Included in this is a timeline for AMF development which will provide for a
completed flight-qualified furnace at about the expected date for Space Station
completion.
The scope of this project consists of four major phases as follows:
A -- Planning and Conceptual Design
B -- Preliminary Design and Prototype Construction/Testing
C -- Final Design
D -- Fabrication and Testing
Each of these phases is divided into tasks as shown in Figure C-7.
7.1 Phase A_ Ptsnning and Conceptual Design
Phase A consists of two separate but interactive tasks associated with the general
planning for the AMF. The first of these is to define user requirements for
microgravity science and applications research on board the Space Station. This was
completed under NASA LeRC contract No. NAS3-24654, "Accommodation Require-
ments for Microgravity Science and Applications Research on Space Station," in
December 1985. The second of these tasks, the preparation of conceptual designs for
various flight hardware, is included in this document, also prepared under NASA LeRC
contract No. NAS3-24654. A top-level time schedule for development of the AMF
concept, indicating that phase A is complete at this time, is shown in Figure C-8.
7.2 Phase B_ Preliminary Design and Prototype Construction/Testing
Phase B consists of eight individual tasks associated with the preliminary design and
development of the AMF. A detailed breakdown and schedule for individual tasks are
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PHASE A: PLANNING AND CONCEPT DESIGN (COMPLETE)
A-l: USER REQUIREMENTS
A-2: CONCEPT DESIGN
PHASE B: PRELIMINARY DESIGN AND PROTOTYPE
CONSTRUCTION / TESTING
B-l: BREADBOARD DESIGN
B-2: ANALYTICAL RESOLUTION OF TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT ISSUES
B-3: HARDWARE PROCUREMENT AND FABRICATION
B-4: BREADBOARD ASSEMBLY
B-5: SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
B-6: GROUND-BASED TESTING
B-7: SUB-ORBITAL (KC-135) TESTING
B-8: EXPERIMENTAL RESOLUTION OF TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT ISSUES
PHASE C: FINAL DESIGN
C-1: FLIGHT UNIT DESIGN
C-2: CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
C-3: VERIFICATION
C-4: DESIGN REVIEW
PHASE D: FABRICATION AND TESTING
D-l: FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY
D-2: FINAL SOFTWARE PREPARATION
D-3: VERIFICATION
D-4: ACCCEPTANCE REVIEW
D-5: GROUND TESTING (MTL MOCK-UP)
D-6: MTL MISSION
FIGURE C-7. AMF DEVELOPMENT PHASE BREAKDOWN
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shown in Figure C-9. An estimation of time-phased labor distribution is also shown
and labor requirements are presented for each month of the period of performance.
These eight tasks lead to and include the design, fabrication, and KC-135 flight testing
of a prototype (breadboard) AMF. The KC-135 was chosen for low-g flight tests
because of its accessibility, low relative cost, and size. A full-scale AMF could easily
be tested during KC-135 flight. Not only would this allow for AMF testing but also
training of personnel who use the AMF, all in a low-g environment.
Tasks B-1 and B-2 include the design of a breadboard unit and analytical resolution of
technology development issues that may arise during the design stage. This approach
will identify and solve many design problems before they reach the machine shop.
Tasks B-3 and B-4 involve the procurement of hardware, fabrication, and assembly of
the breadboard unit. Task B-5 is the development of all software used to control the
AMF. This will include thermal control, mechanical drive control, fluids control, and
data acquisition. Tasks b-6 and B-7 involve testing of the AMF breadboard unit, both
on ground and in KC-135 suborbital flights. Finally, task B-8 is the experimental
resolution of technology development issues that may arise during the ground and
KC-135 flight testing of the AMF.
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7.3 Plmses C/D_ Final Design and Fabrieation and Testir_
m
Phase C consists of four distinct tasks associated with the final design of a flight-
qualified AMF. These tasks include the actual design of a flightunit (based on results i|of prototype ground and KC-135 flight tests),configuration management during these
phases to allow for rapid identification and resolution of both management and m
technical issues, verification of final flight unit design, and a final design review, g
Phase D consists of six tasks associated with the fabrication, assembly, verification,
and testing of the flight-<luaUfied AMF. The first two tasks include the fabrication
and assembly of the flight unit and final software preparation for the flight unit.
After final verification and acceptance review (tasks D-3 and D-4), the final two tasks
in phase D include ground testing in the Manufacturing and Technology Laboratory
(MTL) test bed and, finally, an orbital MTL mission. The cost of phases C/D
implementation has yet to be determined because of the unknown extent of necessary
redesign and labor costs that may accrue at that time.
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ONTRODUCT_ON
The Integrated Electronics Laboratory (IEL) concept represents a potential
item of payload support equipment which could be used to isolate, identify, and
correct electrical and electronic failures occuring in a payload complement located
on the Space Station. The IEL system concept provides for both diagnosis and
repair of payload electrical malfunctions during the on-orbit period of the mission.
The system objective is to minimize equipment downtime on-orbit and avoid
mission aborts which could result from equipment electrical failure. In meeting
this objective, the IEL concept serves to enhance research productivity by ensuring
continuous operation of the laboratory.
Functional requirements for the IEL were identified through numerous discussions
with potential laboratory users and experienced payload specialists. These requiremnents
were documented in the Task 1 report (NASA CR-175038). The need for electrical
diagnostic and repair techniques on-orbit was a common concern among all investigators
contacted during the Task 1 effort.
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Continuous basic and applied research aboard the Space Station will require
flexible, reconfigurable facilities which cannot be produced with dedicated-apparatus
design philosophies. Such a Strawman Approach addresses worst-case requirements
without considering a cross-section, leading to systems that operate well at performance
extremes but exhibit suboptimal performance in median cases. The converse Functional
Approach surrounds a requirements cross-section to yield systems which are optimal for
the average case and incrementally less responsive toward the extremes. These
approaches are contrasted in Figure 1.
D-1
While the two approaches are not precisely complementary, they can be
combined into a more comprehensive requirements set by forcing the functional
requirements toward artificial extremes beyond the expected performance range. This
Combined Approach is diagrammed in Figure 2. Where requirements must be tailored to
fit station and program constraints, artifical requirements may be removed as shown below.
Additional trimmrng may be accomplished, if necessary, by reducing the overall "fit"
between system and application in small increments. The resultant system is
considerably more responsive to application requirements over the desired performance
range without loss of flexibility.
I_nnnnl
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1.1 Formulation of Requirements OF POOR (_UALrT_
The Mission Payload Complement defined under the Mission integration
Requirements Analysis (MIRA) Study September 1985 Space Station Customer
Accomodation Plan [1] is the basis of strawman requirements. Facilities and support,
equipment identified therein were distilled down to electronic subsystems. Functional
requirements were seeded with data from the December 1984 Space Station Users
Workshop [6] and from the Interim Report for Task 1 [57] of the current contract.
D-3
1.2 Requirements Analysis
MIRA experiment facilities and equipment were reduced through electronic
subsystems into typical circuits, estimated to converge on IOC requirements. Failure
modes for these circuits were matched to appropriate diagnostic techniques from which
three complements of suitable diagnostic instrumentation were specified. Functional
needs expressed by the user community were incorporated along with any implied
peripheral capability. Figure 4 illustrates the requirements analysis process.
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OF POOR QUALITY1.3 Concept Analysis and Evaluation
Each complement of diagnostic equipment was structured into a candidate
laboratory configuration. Macintosh MacProject ® was used to develop an integral
engineering development plan, development schedule, and baseline cost estimate. The
candidate laboratory configurations and analysis results were compared in a decision matrix
The engineering analysis and design process is diagrammed by Figure 5. A
comprehensive design flow is given in Figure 6.
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2.1 Strawman Mission
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The Mission Payload Complement defined under the MIRA September 1985
Customer Accommodation Plan (1) forms the requirements strawman for this
analysis. The eight experiments identified in this strawman (Figure 7) are assumed
to represent a typical Space Station MMPF complement at a given time. It is under-
stood that the MMPF is intended to be highly reconfigurable, and that the payload
complement at a given time cannot be anticipated at this time. The complement of
experiment facilities and characterization equipment may vary considerably from
this assumed complement. However, it is believed that the set of electronic sub-
systems and the circuits they contain are a fair representation of the expected
MMPF complements.
D-7
2.2 Facilities and Support Equipment
The MIRA Mission Payload Complement requires 55 unique equipment items,
including 8 experiment facilities, 28 support equipment units, and 22 characterization
equipment units. Twenty-two items contain no significant electronics, while 6 cannot be
adequately described. Twenty-seven facility/equipment items in the complement rely on
major electronic subsystems for which definitive specifications are available. This process
of elimination is diagrammed in Figure 8. The distribution of these 27 relevant equipment
items across the Payload Complement is illustrated in Figure 9.
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2.3 Electronic Subsystems
Typical electronic subsystems requiring service by the Integrated Electronics
Laboratory were identified from the twenty-seven relevant payload equipment items.
Where possible, flight configurations were analyzed [2,3,7,8,9,16,19,20,21,22,23,42],
the balance of data drawn from commercial hardware specifications
[27,31,33,35,36,37,39,40,41,42,44]. Figure 10 illustrates this analysis process. Figure
11 cross-references 111 identified electronic subsystems to the relevant payload
equipment.
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OF POOR QUALITY2.4 Representative Typical Circuitry
The identified electronic subsystems are best analyzed as a condensed list of 44
more general typical circuits which are equivalent for failure analysis. The distillation
process is illustrated in Figure 12. These circuits, presenting the full range of fault
diagnosis and maintenance requirements, are cross-referenced to relevant payload
equipment in Figure 13. These generalized circuits are drawn from instrumentation and
circuitry handbooks [35,41,43,45,46,48,50,51,52,53,55,56].
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2.5 Failure Analysis of Typical Circuitry
Failure modes for the 43 identified typical circuits were researched from circuit
and instrumentation handbooks and textbooks [33,40,41,46,48,52,56]. A total of 41
discrete failure modes were identified by the process diagrammed in Figure 14. Figure 15
cross-references failure modes to typical circuits.
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2.6 Required Diagnostic Techniques
Diagnostic techniques required to detect and characterize the expected failure
modes were identified through troubleshooting texts and handbooks [40,46,48], as
diagrammed in Figure 16. Figure 17 cross-references diagnostic techniques to failure
modes.
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2.7 Required Diagnostic Equipment
Three diagnostic equipment complements were identified, each adequate to
effect the diagnostic techniques derived in Section 2.6. Complement A includes
advanced diagnostic equipment at a high level of integration, requring only task-trainable
troubleshooting skills. Complement B incorporates limited slave testing capability, while
Complement C contains only general-purpose equipment requiring some diagnostic
expertise. Figure 18 describes the process of defining these complements. A
cross-reference relating diagnostic techniques to the identified diagnostic equipment
appears in Figure 19.
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I2.8 Summary of Diagnostic Equipment Requirements
A summary of the three diagnostic equipment complements developed from
MIRA payload equipment is given in Figure 20. The three complements are
cross-referenced to MIRA payloads in Figure 21 (Complement A), Figure 22 (Complement.
B), and Figure 23 (Complement C).
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Based on the NB/C complements of diagnostic equipment developed in
Section 2.0, three candidate conceptual designs were formulated. These three concepts
differ primarily in the choice of instruments and are similar in geometry and overall
configuration. Figure 24 highlights the differences between concepts.
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3.1 Conceptual Design A: Expert System
Candidate Conceptual Design A, identified as the Expert System Configuration,
contains software which is capable of learning to troubleshoot systems. A database of all
observed failure modes, diagnostic techniques, and maintenance requirements is used to
build an interactive troubleshooting tree which can prompt the operator if current
symptoms/conditions match a previous observation. If the system is not familiar with a
particular problem, it will wait until the problem is fixed and then query the operator for
sufficient detail to recognize the new situation in the future. An example dialogue is given
in Figure 25. A drawing of the Expert System concept is found in Figure 26.
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Probe Bundles
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Portable Instrument Rack
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Logic Probe
Logic Pulser
Operational Manuals
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Microcomputer
Comprehensive Logic Checkout System
Spectrum Analyzer
Sweep Oscillator
Ammeter (2)
D/A Converter (4)
General Purpose
Operational Amplifier Kit
-- Logic Ana_,zer
Pulse Generator
Universal Counter
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Function Generator
Four.Channel Oscilloscope
Programmable Power Supplies (6)
FIGURE D-26 EXPERT SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
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FIGURE D-26A DETAILS OF EXPERT SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
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EXPERT SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
Instrumentation:
Comprehensive Logic Checkout System: Logic verification involves the
stimulation of input pins on a chip under test with a known set of input vectors to produce
and capture a set of output vectors. Comparing desired with actual outputs identifies faults
in the chip. In addition, parametric evaluation of logic to precisely characterize timing and
level parameters is essential in narrowing down potential failure modes. Considerable time
is spent setting up discrete instruments to debug a chip, typically with logic analyzer, logic
pulser, and various peripheral components. A single-package instrument is needed which
can clamp over a DIP (Dual Inline Package) and run the necessary input/output/function
timing and level tests.
Spectrum Analyzer: Complex frequency domain analysis such as out-of-band
noise evaluation, cross modulation detection, and non-linear frequency response and
distortion often exceed the capabilities of the oscilloscope. The solution is a Spectrum
Analyzer, which provides a gradicule output of system waveforms, filtered and
frequency-swept over the range of interest.
Sweep Oscillator: The swept oscillator is basically a frequency-swept function
generator, used in applications where inputs have to be varied to stimulate suspect circuit
response. These are most commonly used in detecting attenuation null points, testing
circuit or device frequency response, and troubleshooting analog-to-digital conversion
problems.
Ammeter(s): Some high-current applications may exceed the dynamic response
of the standard digital multimeter, and a general purpose ammeter (wide-range) will satisfy
these needs. Two should be included for complex network analysis in conjunction with
the Spectrum Analyzer and Programmable Power Supplies.
Digital-to-Analog Converter(s): Needed to complement ND functions and to
convert digital control system signatures into oscilloscope/operational amplifier format.
Four should be supplied in this configuration.
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IGeneral-Purpose Operational Amplifier Boards: The hybrid nature of most small
control systems implies actuator testing using simple analog control circuitry. A small-scale
general purpose OP-AMP board should be available, reconfigurable for the full range of
analog computing functions, perhaps to include as many as six separate control outputs.
Such a boardset would be easily stored inand integral storage locker, and would most likely
be constructed by the integration contractor. Computer interfacing for slave testing would
require enough reciprocal ND channels to service each control input and output.
Logic Analyze#? Regardless of the complexity of the digital system, the
sequential nature of state-driven operation requires exquisite timing, lhe major portion of
digital troubleshooting is diagnosing timing faults of one sort or another (timing-oriented or
state-oriented), forcing a degree of complexity and effort beyond benefit on convential
analog instrumentation. Since time will be limited, a logic analyzer is essential for state and
timing analysis (complementing and extending the capability of the signature analyzer).
Programmable Power Supplies: Wide-range variable power supplies are
essential to functional testing and can also be used to locate power supply problems by
functional substitution. Programmable power supplies are handled and specified
somewhat differently, providing standard power supply outputs along with ramp, step, and
impulse functions which are needed for intermittent fault detection and slave cycling.
Pulse Generator: Used for parametric analysis, such as clocking simple logic
circuits, simulating precisely-timed logic bursts or discrete analog inputs. Essentially in the
same function category as sweep oscillators and function generators, except that it
provides bursts (pulses) as opposed to CW (Continuous Wave) or SWO (Square Wave
Oscillator) outputs. Used for in-line analysis, almost impossible to use more than one at a
time and interpret results.
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Signature Analyzer: High-density intelligent logic systems are roughly as
difficult to service as a mainframe computer system, a problem often enhanced by the
"homebrew" nature of many such units. The signature analyzer detects and displays the
unique digital signatures (word pattems) in the bit-stream at any data node, permitting the
"end-to-end" in-circuit analysis typically employed in troubleshooting analog systems.
Tracing similar patterns with primitive analog equipment requires 20 to 30 times the effort
and is prone to error. One unit is sufficient for fundamental digital system testing.
Universal Counter: Counts frequencies, impulses, etc. Essential for attentuation
of test equipment and quick-look elimination during in-circuit testing. Low fidelity required,
should expect to use two off and on over the entire troubleshooting process.
Decade Resistors, Capacitors: Rarely does one escape from a complex analog
troubleshooting session without establishing a test circuit to perturb input and/or output
signals in the interest of evaluating circuit response. The applications of simple
resistance/capacitance sources are virtually unlimited. The complexity of these test
networks typically requires four each R&C decade boxes.
Digital Multimeter(s): DMMs at high integration offer full range of AC/DC voltage
measurements, current and resistance measurements, and extended precision ATE
operations. Other applications include signal and level tracing, power measurements, and
system loading for measurements made under load. Most common applications are level
tracing and resistance measurements, typically requiring two discrete units to stabilize
induced circuit loading.
Function Generator: An excellent full-capability function generator produces
signals of desired frequency, amplitude, and waveform which are used to simulate input
signals over the entire range of analog/digital circuitry. Since the generator is typically
inserted in the suspect circuit at one point upstream of the fault, one unit is sufficient for all
analyses.
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Handheld Multimeter(s): Required for quick-look elimination and troubleshooting
of analog circuits and power supply problems. Two should be supplied to provide for black
box testing of filters, attentuators, and power supply units.
Logic Clip(s): Instantaneous display of 2 to 16-pin states, clips directly over DIP.
Analogous to a multi-channel logic probe for use on IC's. Two are needed for protocol
problem troubleshooting.
Logic Probe(s): Handheld version of the pulse generator, usually sending clock
and reset pulses as a single-line in-circuit signal. Essential for elimination to select suspect
components for functional analyses.
Multichannel Oscilloscope: Required for virtually all signal analysis, including
both analog and digital circuit analysis. Most common applications to analog systems are
filtering and attentuation system troubleshooting; digital usage as a timing analysis system
is supplanted by the logic analyzer in a limited range of situations. Very few applications
require less than 4 channels, though more than four typically create an attentuation
adjustment problem for the user.
Computing Resources:
Microcomputer System: Expert system software will require a 16-bit
microcomputer with approximately 5 Megabytes (MB) of random access memory (RAM), 1
MB of removable mass storage capability, and 40 MB of fixed mass storage capability.
Software: Expert System for fault diagnosis and troubleshooting capable of
leaming and recognizing system faults and informing user of viable troubleshooting/repair
techniques. System should have provisions for learning payload electronics system
configurations as well as recognizing basic electronic system types w/o payload
relationship. Operating system and language open.
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Interface Requirements:
Instruments and microcomputer should interface through a standard bus similar to
IEEE-488-1978. Compatibility with C DMS protocols is essential.
Power Requirements:
115 VAC +/- 4% at 5 amps. Should not exceed 1 kiloWatt.
Cooling:
Avionics Cooling Loop of Spacelab is adequate. System should be designed to take
maximum advantage of this loop.
Physical:
Should not exceed 100 kg over roughly 1 cubic meter. Instruments should be configured
in removable format to allow changeout of eye-level panels for convenience in troubleshooting. Overall
system must conform to Space Station rack structure.
Safety Interlocks:
Standard safety procedures for instrument power supplies should be adequate. System
should have power interlocks to limit number of instruments simultaneously powered on; limited the
number of powered slots would be most effective method.
EMI Shielding:
The system will require shielding at top, bottom, and sides to prevent EMI in adjacent
racks. Forward and rear EMI will not be significant. Intemal shielding is not required.
Additional Accessories:
Portable instrument rack carrying up to 6 single-wide instruments, to be stowed until
needed. Temporary work surface needed, possibly clamping to front of rack or to handrails; stowed until
needed. Probe bundles for each instrument.
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3.2 Conceptual Design B: ATE System
Candidate Conceptual Design B, denoted as the ATE System, is composed
primarily of slave-test capable instrumentation. Repetitive tests can be programmed into
the system to run unattended. Results are stored on the microcomputer permanent media
and retrieved as desired. Typical intermittent failure modes require a number of iterations
to isolate the faulty component. An example of a typical test is given in Figure 27. A
drawing of the ATE System is given at Figure 28.
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Probe Bundles
Spares
Portable Instrument Rack
Temporary Work Surface
Handheld Multimeter
logic Clip
• Logic Probe
Logic Pulser
Operational Manuals
Microcomputer
Universal Counter
Quad Capacitance Decade Box
Digital Multimeter (2)
Function Generator
Four-Channel Osci/Ioscope
Programmable Power Supplies (6)
FIGURE D-28 ATE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
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ATE SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
Instrumentation:
Ammeter(s): Some high-current applications may exceed the dynamic response
of the standard digital muitimeter, and a general purpose ammeter (wide-range) will satisfy
these needs. Two should be included for complex network analysis.
Digital-to-Analog Converter(s): Needed to complement A/D functions and to
convert digital control system signatures into oscilloscope/operational amplifier format.
Four should be supplied in this configuration.
General-Purpose Operational Amplifier Boards: The hybrid nature of most small
control systems implies actuator testing using simple analog control circuitry. A small-scale
general purpose OP-AMP board should be available, reconfigurable for the full range of
analog computing functions, perhaps to include as many as six separate control outputs.
Such a boardset would be easily stored inand integral storage locker, and would most likely
be constructed by the integration contractor. Computer interfacing for slave testing would
require enough reciprocal A/D channels to service each control input and output.
Logic Analyzer: Regardless of the complexity of the digital system, the
sequential nature of state-driven operation requires exquisite timing. The major portion of
digital troubleshooting is diagnosing timing faults of one sort or another (timing-oriented or
state-oriented), forcing a degree of complexity and effort beyond benefit on convential
analog instrumentation.
Programmable Power Supplies: Wide-range variable power supplies are
essential to functional testing and can also be used to locate power supply problems by
functional substitution. Programmable power supplies are handled and specified
somewhat differently, providing standard power supply outputs along with ramp, step, and
impulse functions which are needed for intermittent fault detection and slave cycling.
Pulse Generator: Used for parametric analysis, such as clocking simple logic
circuits, simulating precisely-timed logic bursts, or emulating discrete analog inputs.
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Signature Ana/yzer: High-density intelligent logic systems are roughly as
difficult to service as a mainframe computer system, a problem often enhanced by the
"homebrew" nature of many such units. The signature analyzer detects and displays the
unique digital signatures (word patterns) in the bit-stream at any data node, permitting the
"end-to-end" in-circuit analysis typically employed in troubleshooting analog systems.
Tracing similar patterns with primitive analog equipment requires 20 to 30 times the effort
and is prone to error. One unit is sufficient for fundamental digital system testing.
Universal Counter: Counts frequencies, impulses, etc. Essential for attentuation
of test equipment and quick-look elimination during in-circuit testing. Low fidelity required,
should expect to use two off and on over the entire troubleshooting process.
Decade Resistors, Capacitors: Rarely does one escape from a complex analog
troubleshooting session without establishing a test circuit to perturb input and/or output
signals in the interest of evaluating circuit response. The applications of simple
resistance/capacitance sources are virtually unlimited. The complexity of these test
networks typically requires four each R&C decade boxes.
Dig#a  Mu/timeter(s): DMMs at high integration offer full range of AC/DC voltage
measurements, current and resistance measurements, and extended precision ATE
operations. Other applications include signal and level tracing, power measurements, and
system loading for measurements made under load. Most common applications are level
tracing and resistance measurements, typically requiring two discrete units to stabilize
induced circuit loading.
Function Generator: An excellent full-capability function generator produces
signals of desired frequency, amplitude, and waveform which are used to simulate input
signals over the entire range of analog/digital circuitry. Since the generator is typically
inserted in the suspect circuit at one point upstream of the fault, one unit is sufficient for all
analyses.
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Handheld Multimeter(s): Required for quick-look elimination and troubleshooting
of analog circuits and power supply problems. Two should be supplied to provide for black
box testing of filters, attentuators, and power supply units.
Logic C/ip(s): Instantaneous display of 2 to 16-pin states, clips directly over DIP.
Analogous to a multi-channel logic probe for use on IC's. Two are needed for protocol
problem troubleshooting.
Logic Probe(s): Handheld version of the pulse generator, usually sending clock
and reset pulses as a single-line in-circuit signal. Essential for elimination to select suspect
components for functional analyses.
Mu/tichanne/Osci//oscope: Required for virtually all signal analysisl including
both analog and digital circuit analysis. Most common applications to analog systems are
filtering and attentuation system troubleshooting; digital usage as a timing analysis system
is supplanted by the logic analyzer in a limited range of situations. Very few applications
require less than 4 channels, though more than four typically create an attentuation
adjustment problem for the user.
Computing Resources:
Microcomputer System: ATE system software will require an 8-bit microcomputer
with approximately 512 kilobytes (KB) of random access memory (RAM), 512 KB of
removable mass storage capability, and 10 Megabytes of fixed mass storage capability.
Software: ATE System for automated slave testing would consists of some
number of fixed routines for each instrument, with an additional capability to configure new
test routines based on instrument control primitives. Software should be menu-driven and
must be implemented in machine language to meet timing requirements. Operating
system open.
I n 1
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Interface Requirements:
Instruments and microcomputer should interface through a standard bus similar to
IEEE-488-1978. Compatibility with CDMS protocols is essential.
Power Requirements:
115 VAC +/- 4% at 5 amps. Should not exceed 1 kiloWatt.
Cooling:
Avionics Cooling Loop of Spacelab is adequate. System should be designed to take
maximum advantage of this loop.
Physical:
• Should not exceed 100 kg over roughly 1 cubic meter. Instruments should be configured
in removable format to allow changeout of eye-level panels for convenience in troubleshooting. Overall
system must conform to Space Station rack structure.
Safety Interlocks:
Standard safety procedures for instrument power supplies should be adequate. System
should have power interlocks to limit number of instruments simultaneously powered on; limited the
number of powered slots would be most effective method.
EMI Shielding:
The system will require shielding at top, bottom, and sides to prevent EMI in adjacent
racks. Forward and rear EMI will not be significant. Intemal shielding is not required.
Additional Accessories:
Portable instrument rack carrying up to 6 single-wide instruments, to be stowed until
needed. Temporary work surface needed, possibly clamping to front of rack or to handrails; stowed until
needed. Probe bundles for each instrument.
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3.3 Conceptual Design C: Manual System
Candidate Conceptual Design C, the Manual System, consists of
general-purpose instrumentation without special features or software. As such, special
knowledge of troubleshooting or a comprehensive test procedures manual is required. At
best, a stable, dedicated two way communication link is necessary to allow interactive
dialogue during troubleshooting operations. Figure 29 diagrams this issue. A drawing of
the Manual System configuration is given at Figure 30.
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FIGURE D-30
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Probe Bundles
Spares
Portable Instrument Rack
Temporary Work Surface
Handheld Multimeter
Logic Clip
Logic Probe
Logic Pulser
Operational Manuals
Digital Multimeters (2)
Function Generator
Multichannel Oscilloscope
Quad Resistance Decade Box
Quad Capacitance Decade Box
Programmable Power Supplies (6)
MANUAL CONFIGURATION
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MANUAL SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
Instrumentation:
Programmable Power Supplies: Wide-range variable power supplies are
essential to functional testing and can als0 be used to locate power supply problems by
functional substitution. Programmable power supplies are handled and specified
somewhat differently, providing standard power supply outputs along with ramp, step, and
impulse functions which are needed for intermittent fault detection and slave cycling.
Decade Resistors, Capacitors: Rarely does one escape from a complex analog
troubleshooting session without establishing a test circuit to perturb input and/or output
signals in the interest of evaluating circuit response. The applications of simple
resistance/capacitance sources are virtually unlimited. The complexity of these test
networks typically requires four each R&C decade boxes.
Digital Multimeter(s): DMMs at high integration offer full range of AC/DC voltage
measurements, current and resistance measurements, and extended precision ATE
operations. Other applications include signal and level tracing, power measurements, and
system loading for measurements made under load. Most common applications are level
tracing and resistance measurements, typically requiring two discrete units to stabilize
induced circuit loading.
Function Generator: An excellent full-capability function generator produces
signals of desired frequency, amplitude, and waveform which are used to simulate input
signals over the entire range of analog/digital circuitry. Since the generator is typically
inserted in the suspect circuit at one point upstream of the fault, one unit is sufficient for all
analyses.
Handhe/d Multimeter(s): Required for quick-look elimination and troubleshooting
of analog circuitsand power supply problems. Two should be supplied to provide for black
box testing of filters, attentuators, and power supply units.
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Logic Clip(s): Instantaneous display of 2 to 16-pin states, clips directly over DIP.
Analogous to a multi-channel logic probe for use on IC's. Two are needed for protocol
problem troubleshooting.
Logic Probe(s): Handheld version of the pulse generator, usually sending clock
and reset pulses as a single-line in-circuit signal. Essential for elimination to select suspect
components for functional analyses.
Multichannel Oscilloscope: Required for virtually all signal analysis, including
both analog and digital circuit analysis. Most common applications to analog systems are
filtering and attentuatlon system troubleshooting; digital usage as a timing analysis system
is supplanted by the logic analyzer in a limited range of situations. Very few applications
require less than 4 channels, though more than four typically create an attentuation
adjustment problem for the user.
interface Requirements:
instruments and microcomputer should interface through
I1::EE-488-1978. Compatibility with CDMS protocols is essential.
a standard bus similar to
Power Requirements:
115 VAC +/- 4% at 5 amps. Should not exceed 1 kiloWatt.
Cooling:
Avionics Cooling Loop of Spacelab is adequate. System should be designed to take
maximum advantage of this loop.
Physical:
Should not exceed 100 kg over roughly 1 cubic meter. Instruments should be configured
in removable format to allow changeout of eye-level panels for convenience in troubleshooting. Overall
system must conform to Space Station rack structure.
_,_ . .. ,u FI nr IP_l , , .... ' '] i' .__
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Safety Interlocks:
Standard safety procedures for instrument power supplies should be adequate. System
should have power interlocks to limit number of instruments simultaneously powered on; limited the
number of powered slots would be most effective method.
EMI Shielding:
The system will require shielding at top, bottom, and sides to prevent EMI in adjacent
racks. Forward and rear EMI will not be significant. Intemal shielding is not required.
Additional Accessories:
Portable instrument rack carrying up to 6 single-wide instruments, to be stowed until
needed. Temporary work surface needed, possibly clamping to front of rack or to handrails; stowed until
needed. Probe bundles for each instrument.
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Development plans for each of the three concept configurations were generated
using the Macintosh applications tool MacProject. While the computations were
performed under MacProject, the resultant schedule and milestone charts were converted
to accomodate the format of this document. The charts given in this section were derived
from a task network developed under MacProject and were generated by the applications
software upon completion of this task network. All costs given in Section 5.0 were
baselined against these development plans by the applications software.
DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE
PHASE
A
B
C"
D"
TASK DESCRIPTION
PLANNING AND
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
PRELIMINARY DESIGN &
PROTOTYPE TESTING
CONCEPT A-
FINAL DESIGN CONCEPT B-
CONCEPT C-
FABRICATION AND
TESTING
CY-86 CY-87 CY-88
III III III
II
NO TECHNOLOGY
CY-89 CY-90
III III
CY-91
III
DEVELOPMENT PHASE REQUIRED
CY-92
II
I SPACESTATIONPHASEC/D
*See pp. D-66 through D-68 for detailed development scheauie.
FIGURE D-31 TOP-LEVEL INTEGRATED ELECTRONICS LABORATORY DEVELOPMENT PLAN
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Baseline Cost Estimates for each of the three concept configurations were generated using the
development plans formulated under Section 4.0, and through the use of the Macintosh MacProject
applications software package. Resource requirements are grouped at the topmost level due to the
conceptual nature of the estimate, to include raw materials, engineering, support personnel, and
purchased parts. Since the Integrated Electronics Laboratory represents existing hardware technology,
there is no requirement for significant technology development or breadboard fabrication. As a result, the
cost estimate has been prepared to reflect 1986 dollars required for design, fabrication, testing, and
delivery of a prototype flight unit.
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• Engineering Other Raw Purchased
PHASE TASK Labor Labor Materials Parts TOTAL
1 1 $15,000.00 $26,000.00 $2000.00 -0- $43,000.00
1 2 50,000.00 7,800.00 100.00 -0- 57,900.00
1 3 30,000.00 26,000.00 500.00 -0- 56,500.00
1 4 25,000.00 39,000.00 100.00 -0- 64,100.00
1 5 12,500.00 2,600.00 100.00 -0- 15,200.00
1 6 50,000.00 7,800.00 100.00 40,000.00 97,900.00
2 1 20,000.00 15,600.00 2,000.00 1000.00 38,600.00
2 2 65,000.00 10,400.00 -0- 200.00 75,600.00
2 3 50,000.00 5,200.00 200.00 -0- 55,400.00
3 1 7,500.00 7,800.00 100.00 200.00 15,600.00
3 2 10,000.00 7,800.00 100.00 100.00 18,000.00
3 3 30,000.00 2,600.00 200.00 -0- 32,800.00
4 1 75,000.00 7,800.00 200.00 -0- 83,000.00
4 2 10,000.00 33,800.00 500.00 -0- 44,300.00
4 3 5,000.00 2,600.00 100.00 -0- 7,700.00
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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*See Figure D-31A for phase and task descriptions.
FIGURE D-32A
BASELINE COST ESTIMATE FOR CONCEPTUAL DESIGN A-
EXPERT SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
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PHASE TASK
Engineering Other Raw
Labor Labor Materials
1 1 15,000.00 26,000.00 $2000.00
1 2 50,000.00 7,800.00 100.00
1 3 30,000.00 26,000.00 500.00
I
1 4 25,000.00 28,600.00 100.00
1 5 10,000.00 2,600.00 100.00
I I
1 6 5,000.00 7,800.00 100.00
2 1 20,000.00 11,700.00 1,800.00
2 2 45,000.00 10,400.00 -0-
2 3 40,000.00 5,200.00 200.00
II I
3 1
II
3 2
I
3 3
II
4 1
H
4 2
I
4 3
i_!:i!_ii!:i"''::""::'"!:':i"_i_iii_i_
7,500.00
10,000.00
25,000.0.0
r'
55,000.00
10,000.00
352,500.00
6,500.00
7,800.00
2,600.00
I
7,800.00
33,800.00
2,600.00
187,200.00
100.00
100.00
I
200.00
200.00
500.00
III
100.00
6,100.00
*See Figure D-31B for phase and task descriptions.
Purchased
Parts
-0 o
-0-
-0-
-0-
-0-
32,000.00
1000.00
200.00
-0-
200.00
100.00
-0-
"0-
I
-0-
-0-
33,500.00
TOTAL
43,000.00
57,900.00
56,500.00
|
53,700.00
12,700.00
44,900.00
34,500.00
55,6O0.00
45,400.00
14,300.00
I
18,000.00
I
27,800.00
II III
63,000.00
I I
44,300.00
I
7,700.00
579,300.0O
FIGURE D-32B
BASELINE COST ESTIMATE FOR CONCEPTUAL DESIGN B:
ATE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
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PHASE I TASK
|
1 1
|
1 2
1 3
|
1 4
|
1 5
|
1 6
2 I 1
2 I 2
2 I 3
3 I 1
I
3 I 2
i
3 I 3
4 I 1
i
4 I 2
4 I 3
................ ] ............
Engineering
Labor
31,500.00
37,500.00
25,000.00
17,500.00
12,500.00
5,000.00
20,000.00
25,200.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
1,500.00
25,000.00
10,000.00
5,000.00
$225,700.00
i
Other
Labor
22,360.00
7,800.00
20,800.00
26,000.00
2,600.00
2,600.00
13,000.00
5,200.00
5,200.00
2,600.00
2,000.00
6,500.00
20,800.00
2,600.00
$140,060.00
Raw
Materials
$2000.00
100.00
500.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
1,100.00
200.00
100.00
100.00
200.00
200.00
500.00
100.00
_,4oo.oo
*See Figure D-31C for phase and task descriptions.
Purchased
Parts
"0-
"0-
-0-
-0-
-0-
17,000.00
1000.00
100.00
100.00
-0-
-0-
-0-
-0-
$18,200.00
TOTAL
$55,860.00
45,400.00
46,300.00
43,600.00
15,200.00
24,700.00
35,100.00
30,600.00
10,400.00
7,800.00
3,700.00
31,700.00
31,300.00
7,700.00
389,360.00
FIGURE D-32C
BASELINE COST ESTIMATE FOR CONCEPTUAL DESIGN C:
MANUAL SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
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S_ent±fic research conducted in ihe microgravicy environment of space
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processing in the virtual abscence of gravity induced forces. In accordance with
this opportunity, NASA has initiated the preliminary design of a permanently
manned Space Station that will support technological advances in process science
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Furnace, and two items of support equipment - the Laser Diagnostic System and the
Integrated Electronics Laboratory. For each concept design, key technology
developments were identified that are required to enable or enhance the development
of the respective hardware.
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